
CHAPTER - I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 BackgroundUsually, profit do not just happen, profit are managed. There are several differentinterpretations of the term profit. An economist says that profit is reward forentrepreneurs for taking risk. A labour might say that it is a measure of labour'sefficiency that provides a logical base for negotiating a wage increase. An investormight view it as a gauge of the return on his or her money. An internal revenue agentmight regard it as a base for determining income taxes. An accountant will define itsimply as the excess of revenue over the expenditure.The primary purpose of planning in business is to increase the chance of making profit.Profit planning is one of the most important managerial tools used to plan and controlbusiness operations. Profit plan, clearly states the future state of affairs of a firm andset up the best possible way to get there. Profit plan is a financial plan prepared as aguide to control future business conditions. Profit planning is a systematic approachfor attaining effective management performance. The concept of comprehensive profitplanning and control encompasses and fully depends upon as to what extent themanagement follows proper planning, effective co-ordination and dynamic control.This requires that management must plan for future financial and physicalrequirements to maintain profitability and productivity of the business organization.Thus, the procedure for preparing plan in respect of future financial and physicalrequirements is generally called profit planning.As Nepal is bestowed with a pretty condition of water resources organizations likeNepal Electricity Authority (NEA) require to exploit these natural resources at the bestinterest of nation. For this NEA and the like organizations must have sound profitplanning system through which it can rightly address the need of production, sales,cost and marketing of medicinal plants. If profit planning is rightly followed, NEA canincrease its efficiency and this will improve the total quality of the organization.



Profit planning is an important tool for every business enterprises to achieve theirgoals by removing uncertainty and risk. Without proper planned sales revenue,planned production volume and controlled expenses, desired profit cannot be secured.Thus these budgets are used for the planning of profit, their follow up procedure andthey are compared with the actual achievement using different means such as costvolume profit analysis, variance analysis and coefficient of variation etc. Profitplanning and control is an important managerial tool would be a helpful means toforecasting electricity requirement, generation, distribution, diversification, andcontrol of all the processes of the company.Realising the facts above, this study is carried out to identity the process and methodsof profit planning in this organization and to check whether or not there were anyflaws in such planning and to give effective planning and forecasting techniques.
1.2 Statement of the ProblemProfit is one of the major objectives of the company. It is essential for an organizationnot only to survive in the short-run but also to grow and operate in the futuresuccessfully. Profit is usually influenced by planning and control system of any concern.It is known that profit do not just happen it should be managed. That is whycommercial enterprises should systematically plan for profit in a manner thatenhances overall efficiency of the firm and in a manner that provides a tool forpractical administration of a business as a whole.It is apparent that almost all the enterprises established in public sector are facinghuge losses. NEA is one of the public enterprises in industrial sector facing the sameproblem of dismal performance and financial position of the enterprise is gettingworse day by day. So this study is designed to identify the planning for profit aspect ofthe company. Following are the main issues to be dealt in respect of this company:

 Is there any variance between budgeted and actual figures?
 To what extent is the process of planning is being followed by NEA?
 What steps should be taken to improve the profit planning system in thePublic enterprises like NEA?



 Is there any relationship between costs, assets, revenue with the variousmeasures of profitability?
1.3 Objective of the StudyThe basic objective of this study is to examine the profit planning and budgeting in NEAand the impact of these in company’s overall performance. Keeping the above-mentioned problems in view, following are the main objectives for which this study hasbeen carried out.1. To analyze the various functional budget of NEA.2. To analyze the variance between target and actual financial progress of NEA.3. To evaluates the financial indicator in relationship with profit planning.
1.4 Significance of the StudyThis study has primarily focused on profit planning and control aspect of companieslike NEA. The systematic and scientific approaches of profit planning and budgetingfurnished here would be of immense help to the concerned firm to design and controlfinancial and accounting plan of company. The companies like NEA can prepare,appraise and evaluate the sales, production, expenditure and profit budgeting which inturn help to prepare overall strategic planning, implementation and control. Therelationship among financial variables that has been described in the study would givevery insightful explanation of how give variables affect another financial variable. Thiswould be significant to manager to produce desire effect on some variable changinganother one.Likewise, government may take advantage of the study to review their policy reforms.Moreover students, researchers, scholars, and other interested parties those areinterested this field may take advantage of the study.Likewise this study is designed to conduct from management perspective, plannersand policy makers will find its results important.Without proper planning, profit will not just happen. So, every profit seekingenterprises should systematically plan for profits in a proper manner. Variousfunctional budgets are the basic tools for proper planning of profit and control over



them. The present study will try to analyse and examine the budgeting system and itsuses as tools of profit planning of NEA.It is only from profit that investors can be compensated for risking their capital. Itensures jobs for workers, customer for suppliers of raw materials and product forconsumers. Hence, it is the primary obligation for management of the firm to maximizethe firm's profit over the long term by satisfying its social responsibility. Profitplanning processes and its elements considerably contributes to improve theprofitability of an enterprise and to improve the overall financial performance of anorganization by the help of best and effective utilization of resources and thereby animprovement in the industrialization process of a country.Accomplishment of objectives in every organization depends upon the application ofresources. This availability of resources is scare and the financial performance of anorganization depends purely on the use of its resources. Budgeting is the key toproductive financial planning. So all the organizations running under commercialprinciple have to give due regard to these most important single tools while managingtheir physical and financial targets. If the planning process of an organization iseffective and result oriented, the pace of development naturally steps forward.
1.5 Limitation of the StudyThis study is concerned to profit planning of NEA. Beyond the resource and timeconstraints followings are some of the hindrances that may occur in course ofconducting research.
 This study is primarily based on secondary data. The reliability of resultsdepends on these data.
 Analysis has been focused upon financial and accounting aspect.
 There were innumerable variables having some degree of relationship eachother but some of them have only been taken into consideration.
 Only selected financial and statistical tools have been employed for analysispurpose.



1.6 Organization of the StudyThis study has been organized into following five different chapters.
Chapter I:  Introduction: The first chapter deals with introduction. This includesbackground, statement of problem, objectives of the study, significance of the study,limitation of the study.
Chapter II: Conceptual Framework & Review of Literature: Second chapterpresents review of available literature. It includes review, book, reports, journal,previous thesis etc.
Chapter III: Research Methodology: Third chapter explains the researchmethodology used in the study, which includes research design, sources of datapopulation and samples, methods of data collection and analysis etc.
Chapter IV: Presentation and Analysis of Data: The fourth chapter presents the datacollected from different sources. Based on the data analysis of regarding the planningand budgeting system have been conducted.
Chapter V: Summary, Conclusion and Recommendation: The fifth chaptersummaries, concludes the whole study and offers suggestions for furtherimprovement. After completion of these five chapters, a list of literature that reviewedearlier is included alphabetically in bibliography. Likewise, data, information,calculation sheet etc are incorporated in appendix.



CHAPTER II

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK & REVIEW OF LITERATUREThis chapter attempts to build strong theoretical background through the help ofwhich further search for solutions of the research problems would be easier. Profitplanning: its theoretical background, academic insights, nature, advantages,importance and other various issues have been addressed here in this chapter ascontributed by different management experts and others towards this field. Whilereviewing literature different sources like books, documents, bulletins, reports,journals and articles etc. are consulted. Conceptual framework first and then empiricalstudies have been presented here in this chapter.
2.1 Conceptual FrameworkEvery one desires for rapid socio-economic development of the country by utilizing thescarce resources. Public enterprise is one of the most important means of socio-economic development of the country. The rationale behind the establishment ofpublic enterprises are basically to accelerate the rate of economic growth, to buildinfrastructures of development, to make provision of public utility, to generateemployment opportunity, to supply essential commodities and service; and to reducetrade imbalance of the country. But in fact, operational efficiency of the Nepalese publicenterprises does not seem satisfactory in accomplishing their objectives. In thiscontext, a study of profit planning in manufacturing public enterprises in Nepal with aspecial reference NEA has been undertaken as a case study to analyze the variousfinancial budgets that are prepared by NEA, to sketch the trend of the profitability, toevaluate the variance between budget and actual of the concern and to examinepractice and effectiveness of profit planning. Further, reason as to why profitability hasbeen negative, and the factors responsible for such a state of affairs have beenexplored.The present section, conceptual framework has been made with a view to recapitulatethe basic concept of literature to show how to complete the present line of study. Theyhave analyzed and searched using appropriate tools and techniques. The chaptermainly incorporates concept of profit and profit planning, important and limitation of



profit planning development of profit planning. Level of forecasting, corporateplanning, budgets and budgeting, process of profit planning and the fundamentals ofprofit planning are the subjects to be dealt here.
2.1.1 Concept of Profit and PlanningGenerally, profit planning is known as planning for profit, which is planned by themanagement of the concern. The task should be implemented according to plan, so itdirects the organization toward achieving profit. Before going into the in-depth view ofprofit planning the researcher has to get some idea about profit and planning.Dictionary meaning of profit is the money that you make in business or by sellingthings, especially after paying costs involved, the advantage that you get from doingsomething (Hornby; 2000: 1011).Profit is essential to survive in any business concern for its successful operation, futureexpansion and growth. It is the primary measures of success of business organization.It is the excess income over the cost of production. The word profit implies acomparison of the operations of business between two dates, which are usuallyseparated by an interval of one year. The term profit is very controversial and there areseveral different interpretations about it. It has various dimension and views to berealized. The researcher can say that, it has not yet been defined as such definition cansolely, wholly and fully be accepted. The researcher has already accepted the view ofLynch and Williamson, an economist, labour leader, investor, revenue agent and anaccountant of the concern has different view about profit. An economist will say thatprofit is the reward for entrepreneurship for risk taking. A labour leader might say thatit is a measure of how efficiently labour has produced and that it provides a base fornegotiating a wage increase. An investor will view it as a gauge of the return on his orher money. An internal revenue agent might regard it is the base for determiningincome taxes. The account will define it simply as the excess of a firm's revenue overthe expense of predicting revenue in a given fiscal period.Profit is the reward for risk taking in business. An entrepreneur earns profit as rewardfor his innovations. It also is resulted from favourable moments of the general pricelevel. The greater degree of monopoly power, the greater profit made by the enterprise



(Joshi; 1993: 10). Economist's argues on profit may be put in three broad groups. Thefirst looks upon profit as the reward for bearing risks and uncertainties, the secondviews profit as the consequence of perfection and in-perfection in the competitiveadjustment of the economy to dynamic change, the third sees profit as the reward forsuccessful innovation (Joel; 1997: 6).Profit is the primary measure of operational efficiency of a business firm. The successof business depends largely upon the profit earned by the business. In other word, themanagerial efficiency of any concern is reflected upon the volume of profit. So, profit isa signal for the allocation of resources and a yardstick for judging managerial efficiency(Kulkarni; 1985: 45).In the definitions, the researcher can conclude that there is no definite definition ofprofit. It depends on the definer’s views; and their interest. The researcher would usethe profit as revenue after cost of production. Under the cost of production, all factorsof production should be considered for e.g. house rent, labour wage, material cost,machine cost, cost of capital as well a opportunity cost of capital.Dictionary meaning of planning is the act or process of making plans for something (forexample, curriculum, financial and family planning also) and plan means somethingthat you inter to do or achieve, a set of things to do in order to achieve something,especially one that has been considered in detail in advance and way of investingmoney for the future: a saving plan (Hornby; 2000:  962).
Planning is process of developing enterprise objectives and selecting a future course ofaction to accomplish them. It includes (a) establishing enterprise objectives, (b)developing premises about the environment in which they are to be accomplished, (c)selecting a courses of action for accomplishing the objectives, (d) initiating activitiesnecessary to translate plans in to action and (e) re-planning to correct currentdeficiencies (Welsch et. al.; 1992: 3).It is a continuous process to be performed in an organization. In the passage of time anorganization should make the new plans and re-plans of the existing plans. Existingplans must be revised as continuous change and new information becomes available.



The definition of planning deals it as process which is a system approach ofmanagement. Planning is a best tool of operational and financial control of anorganization. Management planning and control systems play the vital role inoperation, financial any and other area of the management of the organization.Following are the role of management planning and control systems.Management planning and control begins with the establishment of the fundamentalobjectives of the organization, and continues as the process by which necessaryresources are provided and employed effectively and efficiently toward achievement ofthe goals. A management planning and control system provides the comprehensiveframework within which this process is carried out. Such a system encompasses allaspects of an organization's operations, and thus is seen as a 'total' system.To help reduce this massive concept to workable proportions, it is convenient to viewit in terms of three subsystems.a. Strategic Planningb. Management Controlc. Operational Control
a) Strategic PlanningStrategic planning is along range in its time perspective and complete in its breadth ofscope and depth of penetration. Involving as it does the determination and periodicchange of organizational objectives, the acquisition and use of the resources requiredfor their attainment and the establishment of the basic policies, which guide the goalsoriented activities of the organization, strategic planning is necessarily a topmanagement function. It is highly creative and therefore relatively unstructured incharacter. Its timing is irregular and opportunistic. It must be tuned in to the externalenvironment within which the organization presently functions, as well as to thedirection in which that environment is heading and to the changes that are likely tooccur. Thus, there must be a strong external orientation, with sensitivity to social,economic, political, and international and myriads of other influences.



Plans, policies and decisions for an industrial concern might typically involve selectionof plan sites; acquisitions and mergers; new product development; changes in marketsand distribution channels; changes in fundamental capital structure; formulation oflong range policy; expanding into multinational business activities. Indeed, it might besaid that strategic planning established the fundamental internal environment withinwhich all the activities of the organization will be carried on.
b) Management ControlManagement control is carried on within the environment established by strategicplanning. Its primary emphasis is on carrying out the policies resulting from strategicplanning, rather than on setting them. Its time span tends to be short to intermediateterm. The activity is some what rhythmic in its patterns of activity and scheduling.Because of the pervasive nature of this function, the participation of management at alllevels of the organization is usually required. Its goals are tangible within the broadframe work of overall organizational objectives, and it's focus is on line managementwhich participates in the formulation of near-term plans and the criteria by which theline manger's performance is to be measured.Thus, within the scope of the total operations of the organization, the managementcontrol system must comprise an integrated structure of related subsystems, settingforth the plans and standards of measurement for each and all functioning units of theorganization. In contrast with the creative approach to planning characteristic ofstrategic planning, management control requires administrative and persuasive skillsin its successful implementation. Typical of the form taken by the plans flowing fromthe management control system are the detailed budgets for all units of theorganization for the next year, and the three to five years plans as an extension there-of(Willsmore; 1971:89).
c) Operational ControlOperational control is employed to assure that management planning is carried tofruition effective and efficiently in the organizations. Its scope and focus involve theoperating unit. It is executed principally at the level of front line supervision. Its goalsare invariably short-term and rather rigidly structured, as are the criteria formeasuring performance toward their achievement. Its activity patterns are highly



repetitive, and they are characterized by the close adherence to directions, with littleexercise of initiative. Some of the typical ways in which operational control systems areimplemented are inventory control systems, sales quotas, and sales personnel'sreports, credit and collection systems, production scheduling, departmental overheadreports, daily production reports, daily reports of bank balance, responsibilityreporting systems measuring actual costs incurred against budget allowances bydepartments, and the like (Lynch & Willamson; 1996: 139).Planning should start by deciding and defining the objectives of the company, makingsure in the process that there are comparative with the skills and resources of theundertaking.
2.1.2 Concept of Profit PlanningAfter having some concept of profit and planning, the researcher thinks that it isnecessary to know some concept about profit planning. Generally speaking planningfor profit is known as profit planning. Profit planning directs the organization towardachieving profit because the task should implement according to plan. In other word ifa management plans for profit for a certain period of time it is called profit plans.The term comprehensive profit planning and control is defined as a systematic andformalized approach for performing significant phases of the management planningand control functions. Specifically, it involves (1) the development and application ofbroad and long range objectives for the enterprise; (2) the specification of enterprisegoals; (3) a long range profit plan developed in board terms; (4) a short-range profitplan detailed by assigned responsibilities (division, products, projects); (5) a system ofperiodic performance reports detailed by assigned responsibilities; and (6) follow upprocedures (Welsch, et. al.; 1992: 1).When management of a concern plans for profit for certain period of time, it is calledprofit planning. "It is defined as an estimation and predetermination of revenues andexpenses that estimate how much income will be generated and how it should be spentin order to meet investment and profit requirement. In the case of institution operationit presents a plan for spending incomes in manner that does not result in a loss."Explaining the use of budget and profit plans they further mention once developed



managers know that when actual expenses exceed budget limitations there may beproblems. The profit plan tells managers how much money remains to be spent in eachexpense category. Profit plan along with actual accounting information, becomes thebasis for developing the next fiscal (accounting) years' budgets (Jack and Raymond;1998: 133).
The profit planning is used the development and acceptance of objective and goals andmoving an organization efficiently to achieve the objectives and goals. It is not aseparate technique that can be thought of operated independently of the totalmanagement possess. Rather than broad concept of profit planning entails anintegration of numerous managerial approaches and techniques.Profit planning is played vital role in management of an organization and it is guidedwith some principles and proposes. The main principles and purposes of profitplanning are as follows (Kellar & Ferrara; 1992: 389).a. To provide of realistic estimate of income and expenses for a period and of thefinancial position at the close of the period, detailed by areas of managementresponsibility.b. To provide a co-ordinate plan of action which is designed to achieve theestimates reflected in the budget.c. To provide a comparison of actual results with those budgeted and an analysisand interpretation of deviation by areas of responsibility to indicate courses ofcorrective action and to lead to improvement in procedures in building futureplans.d. To provides a guide for management decision in adjusting plans and objectivesan uncontrollable conditions change.e. To provides a ready basic for making forecasts during the budget period toguide management in making day to today decisions.Comprehensive profit planning is a new term in literature of business. It is defined as aprocess designed to help management effectively perform significant phase of theplanning function. The profit planning model includes development and application ofbroad and long range objectives of enterprise, specification of enterprise goals,



development of long range profit plan in broad terms, specification of tactical shortrange profit plan detailed by assigned responsibilities (like division, department,projects) and follow up procedures.
2.2 Importance and Limitation of Profit PlanningImportance and limitation of any subject help make clear their concept. Keeping thefact in mind, the researcher is going to deal about importance and limitation of profitplanning in the present section.
2.2.1 Importance of Profit PlanningProfit planning is a base of the management process. Management requires a variety ofinformation to plan, to control and to make decision. The information and guidance aregiven by profit planning and management & profit planning are closely inter-linked.Profit planning is very important to any business organization. The following mainarguments are usually given for profit planning and control (Welsch, et.al., 1992: 60).1. It forces early consideration of basic policies.2. It requires adequate and sound organization structure; that is, there must bea definite assignment of responsibility for each function of the enterprise.3. It compels all members of management from the top to down to participatein the establishment of goals and plans.4. It compels departmental managers to make plans in harmony with the plansof other departments and of the entire enterprise.5. It requires that management put own in figures what is necessary forsatisfactory performance.6. It requires adequate and appropriate historical accounting data.7. It compels management to plan for the most economical use of labourmaterial and capital.8. It instils at all levels of management the habit of timely, careful, andadequate consideration of the relevant factors before reaching importantdecisions.9. It reduces cost by increasing the span of control because fewer supervisorsare needed.



10. It frees executives from many day-to-day internal problems throughpredetermined policies and clear-cut authority relationship. It there byprovides more executive time for planning and creative thinking.11. It tends to remove the cloud of uncertainty that exists in manyorganizations, especially among lower levels of management, relative tobasic policies and enterprise objectives.12. It pinpoints efficiency and inefficiency.13. It promotes understanding among members of management of their co-workers' problems.14. It forces management to give adequate attention to the effect of generalbusiness conditions.15. It forces a periodic self-analysis of the company.16. It aids in obtaining bank credit; banks commonly require a projection offuture operations and cash flows to support large loan.17. It checks progress or lack of progress toward the objectives of theenterprise.18. If forces recognition and corrective action (including rewards).19. It rewards high performance and seeks to correct unfavourableperformance.20. It forces management to consider expected future trends and conditions.
2.2.2 Limitations of Profit PlanningProfit is primary measure of operational efficiency of any business organization. Profitdo not just happen, profit are managed which is know as profit planning. Profitplanning is one of the most important management tools which is used to plan andcontrol business organization. But profit planning has some argument as limitations.The following main arguments are usually given against profit planning and control(Welsch, et.al.; 1992: 42).1. It is difficult, if not impossible, to estimate revenues and expenses in ourcompany realistically.



2. Our management has no interest in all the estimates and schedules. Our strictlyinformal system is better and works well.3. It is not realistic to write out and distribute our goals, policies and guidelines toall the supervisors.4. Budgeting places too great a demand on management time, especially to revisebudgets constantly. Too much paper work is required.5. It takes away management flexibility.6. It creates all kinds of behavioural problems.7. It places the management in a straitjacket.8. It adds a level of complexity that is not needed.9. It is too costly, aside from management time.10. The managers, supervisors, and other employees hate budgets.
2.3 Development of Profit PlanningThe preceding section gives an overview of a comprehensive profit planning. Theinitiating management decisions, in developing the plan were the statements of broad,objectives, specific goals, basic strategies, and premises. Following those activities anddecision, the strategic (long range) and tactical (short range) profit plans aredeveloped. These profit plans are based on a structured planning process that includesa series of sequential steps. The end result is called a comprehensive profit plan(Welsch; et.al.; 1992: 171). Development of profit planning relates about sales plans,production plan, materials purchase budget, labour budget, overhead budget, capitalexpenditure and capital addition budget for strategic (long range) as well as tactical(short range).
2.3.1 Sales PlanSales plan is the starting point in the proportion of the comprehensive profit planningand control. All the other plans and budgets depend upon the sales budget. The budgetis usually presented both in units and dollars of the sales revenue or sales volume. Thepreparation of sales plan is based upon the sales forecast. A variety of methods areused to forecast the sales for the planning period (Arthur et.al.; 1997: 684).



The sales plan should be worked out on a sound and reasonably detailed basis. Itshould reflect seasonal influences and any anticipated irregularities in sales. It shouldbe broken down not only into time periods but also into geographical or aresponsibility area by the use of sales quotes. A well developed sales plan is generallybuilt up on a quota basis in the first place. So, that the double check by individual quotaon total plan is inherent in the building. In a multi-plant situation, where there is achoice of manufacturing product items in more than one plant, the geographicaldistribution of sales is of special importance for production planning. Adequate salesplanning is basic fundamental to profit planning program (William; 1998: 502).Unless there is a realistic sales plan, partially all other elements of a profit plan will beout of writer with reality. The sales plan is the foundation for periodic planning in thefirm because practically all other enterprise planning is built on it. The primary sourceof cash in sales; the capital additions needed the amount of expense to be planned, themanpower requirements, the production levels and other important operationalaspects depend on the volume of sales. In harmony with the comprehensive profit plan,both strategic (long-term) and tactical (short-term) sales plans must be developed.Thus one commonly observes a five years strategic sales plan many managementdecision commit a large amount of resources involving a life span of many years. Basicstrategic and major moves often involve irreversible commitments of resources andlong time span (Welsch et.al.; 1992: 139).The strategic and tactical sales plans have three distinct parts (i) the planned volume ofsales at the planned sales price per unit for each product, (ii) the sales promotionalplan (advertising and other promotional costs) and (iii) the sale (distribution)expenses plan (Welsch, et.al.; 1992: 139). The primary purpose of sales plan are (a) toreduce uncertainty about revenues, (b) to incorporate management, judgements anddecisions in to the planning process (e.g. in the marketing plans), (c) to providesnecessary information for developing other elements of a comprehensive profit plan,and (d) to facilitate management's control of sales activities (Welsch, et.al. ; 1992: 172).
2.3.1.1 Sales Planning and Forecasting



Sales planning and forecasting often are confused. Although related, they havedistinctly different purposes. A 'forecast' is not a plan; rather it is a statement and/or aquantified assessment of future conditions about a particular subject (e.g. salesrevenue) based on one or more explicit assumptions. A forecast should always statethe assumption upon which it is based. A forecast should be viewed as only one inputin to the development of a sales plan. The management of a company may accept,modify, or reject the forecast. In contrast, a 'sales plan' incorporates managementdecisions that are based on forecast, other inputs, and management judgements aboutsuch related items as sales volume, prices, sales efforts, production, and financing(Welsch, et.al.; 1992: 172).The short-term sales forecast provides the base for the current years sales plan andfinished goods inventory plan. At the same time the influence of the long-term salesforecast is reflected in the capital expenditure plan and in the finished goods inventoryplan. The long-term forecast serves at what might be called the anchor end of thefinished goods inventory plan. Since inventory at the end of this year is the beginninginventory for next year business it is necessarily influenced by the long-term salesthinking as well as the current year's short-term forecast. The long-term sales forecastprovides the base for developing, in rough out line, the capital expenditure plan. Theportion of the plan falling within the current year is reflected in the capital expenditurebudget (William; 1998:  502).It is important to make a distinction between the sales forecast and the sales planprimarily because the internal technical staff should not be expected or permitted tomake the fundamental management decisions and judgements implicit in every salesplan (Welsch, et.al. ; 1992: 172).
2.3.1.2 Strategic and Tactical Sales PlanAs a practical approach, a company may schedule completion of the strategic (long-term) sales plan as one of the first steps in the overall planning process. For example, acompany operating on a calendar year may complete a long-term sales plan at least intentative form, by the end of July because this gives sufficient lead time for interimconsiderations essential to development of next year's comprehensive short-term



profit plan during the latter part of the proceeding calendar year. Long-term salesplans are usually developed as annual amounts. The long-term sales plan uses broadgrouping of products (product lines) with separate consideration of major and newproducts and services. Long-term sale plans usually involve in depth analyses of futuremarket potentials, which may be build up form a basic foundation such a populationchanges, state of the economy, industry projections, and finally company objectives.Long-term managerial strategies would affect such areas as long-term pricing policy,development of new products, and innovations of present products, new directions inmarketing efforts, expansion or changes in distribution channels and cost patterns. Theinfluence of managerial strategy decisions is explicitly brought to bear on the long-term sales plan primarily on a judgemental basis (Welsch et. al.; 1992: 173).Tactical sales plan is a short-range sales plan that is prepared for a year in the future.According to Welsch, "A common approach used for short time horizons in a companyis to plan sales for twelve months in to the future, detailing the plan initially byquarters and by months for the first quarter. At the end of each month or quarterthroughout the year, the sales plan is restudied and revised by adding a period in thefuture and by dropping the period just ended. Thus, tactical sales plans are usuallysubject to review and revision on a quarterly basis. The short-term sales plan includesa detailed plan for each major product and for groupings of minor products. Short-termsales plans are usually developed in term of physical units (or jobs) and in sales and/orservice dollars. Short-term sales plan must also be structured by marketingresponsibility (e.g. by sales districts) for planning and control purposes. Short-termsales plan may involve the application of technical analyses; however, managerialjudgement plays a large part in their determination. The amount of detail in a tacticalsales plan is a function of the company's environment and characteristics. A short-range sales plan should include considerable detail where as a long range plan shouldbe in broad term (Welsch et. al.; 1992: 174).
2.3.1.3 Developing a Comprehensive Sales PlanFor developing a comprehensive sales plan, generally following steps should be taken.Step Ist : Develop management guidelines for sales planning.Step IInd : Prepare sales forecast.



Step IIIrd : Assemble relevant data.
 Manufacturing capacity.
 Sources of raw materials and supplies.
 Availability of key people and labour force.
 Capital availability.
 Availability of alternatives distribution channels.Step IVth : Develop strategic and tactical sales plans.Step Vth : Consideration of alternatives.Step VIth : Develop pricing policies.Step VIIth : Develop product line consideration.Step VIIIth : Price cost volume consideration.

2.3.1.4 Methods of Projecting SalesFollowing four methods are used in projecting sales (Welsch, et.al.; 1992: 155).
1. Judgemental Methods

 Sales force composite,
 Sales division supervisors composite,
 Executive opinion method.

2. Statistical Methods

 Economic rhythm method,
 Cyclical sequence method,
 Special historical analogy,
 Cross out method.

3. Special Purpose Methods

 Industry analysis,
 Product-line analysis,
 End-use analysis.

4. Combination Methods

2.3.2 Production Plan



When the sales plan is completed, the next step in building the short range profit planfor superior manufacturing company is to develop a production plan. The productionplan involves determining the number of units of each product that must bemanufactured to meet planned sales and maintain the planned inventory levels offinished goods. Planning production requirements necessitates another decisionalinput, which is the management decision about inventory levels of finished goods thatare to be planned (Welsch et. al.; 1992: 136).Production planning and scheduling are factory functions involving determination ofthe amount of goods to produce and production timing; therefore the production planis the primary responsibility of the manufacturing vice-president. It is prepared on thebasis of sales budget, plant capacity, opening inventory of finished goods, requiredclosing inventory of finished goods and production policy of management.Once sales and inventory requirements have been established, the logical first step inthe production area is a facility survey. This survey should determine that all plannedproduced on existing or contemplated equipment and that they can be made in thevolumes required. In this initial stage availability of labour supply and skill areconsidered. Bottlenecks caused by lack of skills or equipments are frequentlyuncovered. At this point decisions must be made either to eliminate bottlenecks or toreduce planned volume (William; 1989: 508); Economic batch quantity deliveryschedules, seasonal conditions, optimum utilization of plant capacity, reduction ofbottlenecks such as shortage of manpower, materials etc., stock of requirements; andwork in progress are also considerable factor of the production planning.This entails the development of the policies about efficient production levels, use ofproductive facilities and inventory re-levels (finished goods and work-in-processinventory). The quantities specified in the marketing plan, adjusted to conform toproduction and inventory policies, give the volume of goods that must bemanufactured by product and interim time period. Thus, the production budget can berepresented in this way: production requirement = sales volume ± goods inventorychange (Welch et. al.; 1992:  210).



The production budget specifies the planned quantity of goods to be manufacturedduring the budget period. To develop the production budget, the first step is toestablish policies for inventory levels. The next step is to plan to total quantity of eachproduct that is to be manufactured during the budget period. The third step is toschedule this production by interim period. A complete production plan should shownbudget data classified. By (a) products to be manufactured, (b) interim time periods;and (c) activities of each responsibility centre in the manufacturing process (Welsch et.al.; 1992: 212).
2.3.2.1 Responsibility for Production PlanningThe completed marketing plan should be given to the manufacturing executive who isresponsible for translating it into a production program consistent with managerialpolicies and subject to certain constraints. Planning, scheduling and dispatching of theactual production throughout the year are functions of the production department;therefore, it is essential that the production managers perform responsibility for theplanning and control of these functions. These managers have firsthand knowledge ofthe plant and personnel capacities, availability of materials and production process.Although responsibility rests directly upon the production managers, top managementpolicies must be considered in such matters as inventory levels, stability of productionand capital additions (plant capacity) (Welsch et. al.; 1992: 211).
2.3.2.2 General Consideration in Planning Production and Inventory LevelThe production plan does not aim to set the precise amounts and timing of actualproduction during the budget period. Ruther, the production plan represents theimplications of planned sales volume for planned production volume as a basis forplanning the various aspects of the manufacturing function plant capacityrequirements, direct material and component requirements, timing of purchases,direct labour requirement and costs and factory overhead.The production budget should be developed in terms of quantities of physical units offinished goods. Therefore, when it is possible to plan sales volume by units as well asby dollar amounts, production budgeting is simplified. To develop the production plan,manufacturing executives must resolve the problem of coordinating sales, inventories,and production so that the lowest possible overall cost results. The importance of



coordination of production planning cannot be overemphasized, because it affects somany decisions relating to cost, capital commitments, employees, and so on. Decisionsrequired to develop the production plan include the following.1. Total production requirements (by product) for the budget period.2. Inventory policies about levels of finished goods, work-in-progress and thecosts of carrying inventory.3. Plant capacity policies, such as the limits of permissible departures from astable production level throughout the year.4. Adequacy of manufacturing facilities (expansion, contraction of plant capacity).5. Availability of direct materials, purchased components, and labour.6. Length of the processing time.7. Economic lots and runs.8. Timing of production throughout the budget period by responsibility centres(Welsch et. al.; 1992: 213).
2.3.2.3 Developing the Production PlanProduction managers must translate the quantities in the sales budget into unitproduction requirements for the budget period for each product while consideringmanagement inventory policies. The budgeted production for the budget period hasbeen determined; the next problem is prorating this producing by interim periodsduring the budget year. Interim production must be planned to (1) provide sufficientgoods to meet interim sales requirements, (2) keep interim inventory levels withinpolicy constraints and (3) manufactured the goods as economically possible (Welschet. al.; 1992: 213).
Generally, the following table method is used to obtain the planned production of abusiness concern.Requirement for sales (in units) XXXAdd; desired final inventory level of finished goods +XXXTotal required production XXXXLess; opening stock of finished good -XXX



Planned production for the year XXXX
2.3.2.4 Setting Inventory PolicyIn most business, inventories represent a relatively high investment and may have asignificant impact on the major functions of the enterprise and its profit. If the level ofinventory is greater than requirement, it is a sign of under utilization of their fund andcost of capital burden. If the level of inventory is lower than requirement it looses theopportunity of profit by unsuccessful to fulfil of the market demand. So, inventory andrequirement of production must be at balance position. In other word, the objectives ofinventory policies should be to plan the optimal level of inventory, investment andthrough control to reasonably maintain these optimal levels.To determine inventory polices for finished goods, management should consider thesefactors (Welsch et. al.; 1992: 220).1. Quantities (in units) needed to meet sales requirements. Resolving thisproblem entails consideration of the sales budget and seasonal demand.The sales department executives should be directly involved in thisproblem.2. Perish ability of items.3. Length of the production period.4. Storage facilities.5. Adequacy of capital to finance inventory production some time inadvance of sales.6. Distribution time requirement.7. Cost of holding inventory. Frequently there are numerous and significantcosts connected with stocking large quantities of goods. The principleholding costs involved are labour, insurance, taxes, rent, depreciation,transportation, and handing.8. Protection against district material and component shortages.9. Protection against labour shortages.10. Protection against materials and parts price increases.11. Risks in involved in inventory:



 Price declines,
 Obsolescence of stock,
 Casualty loss and theft,
 Lack of demand,
 Customer returns policies.

2.3.2.5 Setting Production PoliciesYet production efficiency is usually enhanced by relatively by stable production levels.In many companies where sales of the primary product are seasonal, developing newproducts that can be stored or that have inverse seasonal pattern stabilizes productionlevels. Inventory fluctuation provides a tempting method of levelling production, yet aspreviously discussed, certain pitfalls should be considered. Stabilization of productionis desirable for a number of completing reasons and generally results in significantreductions of costs and improvements in operations. The advantages of stableproduction levels can be outlined as follows (Welsch et. al.; 1992: 223):1. Stability of employment, resulting in:
 Improved morale and hence greater worker efficiency,
 Less labour turnover,
 Attraction of better employees,
 Reduction of expense for training new employees.2. Economic in purchasing raw materials and components as a result of:
 Availability,
 Volume discounts,
 Simplified storage problems,
 Smaller capital requirements,
 Reduced inventory risk.3. Better utilization of plant facilities, which tends to:
 Reduce the capacity required to meet peak seasons.
 Avoid the capacity.



2.3.3 Material Purchase and Usage Budget

2.3.3.1 Concept of Materials Purchase BudgetAfter having the concept of sales plan and production plan the next step in the budgetprocess involves the determination of material purchase and usage budget. Thedetermination of materials usage leads to the solution of the problem of when and howmuch to purchase of each material. Material purchase and usage budget demonstratesthe build up of the quantities of each materials to be used by quarters, based on theproduction budget. The material cost is also considered in material purchase budget.Material budget should be also budgeted by types of raw material and parts, by userresponsibility, by interim period and by types of finished goods.Ruthmen viewed "after the sales and production has estimated, the next step's toprepare material purchase budget, when the production budget is completed than therequirement of raw materials and components to be used in the process ofmanufacturing the finished products could be estimated. A purchase budget gives thedetails of materials purchase to be made in the budget period (Ruthmen; 1994: 5).A comprehensive profit planning and control program includes planning andcontrolling raw material and component used in the manufacturing of finishedproducts. Adequate co-ordination and balance should be planned and controlled inbetween (1) factory requirements for raw materials, (2) raw materials inventorylevels, and (3) purchase of raw materials.To assure that right amounts of raw materials will be on hand at the time required andto plan for the costs of such materials, it is essential that the tactical (short-term) profitplan includes (1) detailed budget specifying quantity and cost of materials requiredand (2) a related budget of raw materials purchase. Thus planning raw materialsusually requires four sub budget namely, (1) material budget, (2) purchase budget, (3)materials inventory budget, and (4) cost of materials used budget (Welsch et. al.; 1992:211).
1. Material Budget



This budget specifies the planned quantities of each raw materials and part requiredfor planned production. It should specify by time, by product, and by usingresponsibility.
2. Purchase BudgetThe material budget specifies the quantities and timing of each raw materials needtherefore a plan for material purchase must be developed. The purchases budgetspecifies the estimated quantities of raw materials and parts to be purchased and theirestimated cost as well as delivery dates.
3. Material Inventory BudgetThe budget reports the planned levels of raw materials inventory items of quantitiesand cost. The difference in units between materials requirements as specified inmaterials budget and the purchase budget is reflected as in increases or decreases inthe inventory budget.
4. Cost of Materials Used BudgetThis budget reports the estimated cost of the materials planned for the materialsbudget observe that the materials budget cannot be costed unit the planned cost ofpurchases. It specifies the planned cost of the materials and parts that will be used inthe production process.
2.3.3.2 Materials and Parts Inventory PoliciesThe quantity differential planned between the materials and parts budget and thepurchases budget is accounted for by the change in materials and parts inventorylevels. As with the finished goods inventory budget, with respect to sales andproduction, the materials and parts inventory budget provides a cushion betweenmaterials and parts requirements and purchases. If materials and parts requirementsare seasonal, a stable materials and parts inventory level means that purchases mustexactly parallel factory material and parts requirement. Yet, in the same case, purchasecan be at a uniform level only if inventory is allowed to absorb variations in materialsand part requirements. The optimal purchasing plan will generally be between these



two extremes. The timing of purchases will depend on inventory policies. The primaryconsideration in setting inventory policies for materials and parts are:1. Timing and quality of manufacturing needs.2. Economics in purchasing through quantity discounts.3. Availability of materials and parts.4. Lead time (order and delivery).5. Perish ability of materials and parts.6. Storage facilities needed.7. Capital requirement to finance inventory.8. Costs of storage.9. Expected changes in the cost of materials and parts.10. Protection against shortages.11. Risks involved in inventories.12. Opportunity costs (inadequate inventory) (Welsch et. al.; 1992: 243).
2.3.3.3 Purchasing PolicyPurchasing is the most important function of materials management as the moment anorder is placed for the purchase of materials, a substantial part of the company'sfinance is committed which affects cash flow position of the company. So, thepurchasing policy should be included the answer of some question like, what topurchase?, when to purchase ?, where to purchase ?, from where purchase ?, how muchto purchase ?, and at what price to purchase?Management policy with respect to purchases and inventory should be specified. Thetwo basic timing factors are (i) how much to purchase at a time and (ii) when topurchase (Welsch et. al.; 1992:  244). To solve the first question (How much topurchase at a time), there is a well-known approach. The approach is known aseconomic order quantity 'EOQ'. An economic order quantity is the number of units perorder to be purchase that will resulting in the lowest total of order costs and carryingcost of a annual's supply of the product. Such as the quantity seeks to balance the costof inventory acquisition the cost of inventory possession.For the calculation of 'EOQ', the following formula is used:



EOQ = 2AOCWhere,A = Annual quantity used in unitsO = Average annual cost of placing an orderC = Annual caring cost of one unit in inventory for one year (e.g. storageinsurance, return as investment in inventory).Another approach which is a recent development in materials' and parts' inventorycontrol is called Just-in-time (JIT), purchasing and manufacturing. Its primary objectiveis to minimize inventory level and the resulting cost. In this approach, materials andparts are not purchased until needed for production, there by minimizing inventory-holding costs. In such an approach, it is critical to anticipate exactly when the materialsand parts will be needed for production so that the acquisition can be reflected in thematerials and parts budget for profit planning and control (PPC) purposes (Welsch et.al.; 1992: 245).
2.3.4 Direct Labour Budget

2.3.4.1 Concept of Direct Labour BudgetDirect labour is all labour expended in altering the construction, composition,confirmation or condition of the product. In other word, it is that labour that can beconveniently identified or attributed wholly to a particular job, product or process orexpended in converting raw materials into finished goods. It includes payment made tolabour engaged on the actual production of the product or in carrying out of anoperation or process, labour engaged in aiding the manufacturing by way ofsupervision, maintenance, tool setting, transportation of material and inspectors,analysist etc. Specially required for such production. But wages paid to supervisors,inspectors etc. is not direct labour, can be treated as direct labour if they are directlyengaged on specific product or process and they spend their time on it can be directlymeasured without much of an effort. Similarly where the cost is not significant like thewages of trainees or apprentice, their labour though directly spent on a product is nottreated as direct labour.



After having the concept of direct labour the researcher is going to recapitulate theconcept of 'direct labour budget'. Generally a plan about the direct labour is called the'direct labour budget’ that is prepared after completed the production budget. Thedirect labour budget is developed in a Manama similar to that of the material purchasebudgets. The main difference lies in the fact that labour is not purchased and stored ininventory, as raw materials are direct labour is used at the time of purchase (i.e. it isincurred only at the time of production). Thus, to develop the direct labour input (i.e.incurred), it is necessary only to know the amount of time required by productiondepartments and the wage rate prevailing in the production department.Welsch views, the direct labour budget includes the planned direct labourrequirements necessary to produce the types and quantities of outputs planned in theproduction budget. This budget may given details about direct labour cost are aboutboth direct labour hours cost. Planning and controlling labour cost involve major andcomplex problem areas: (a) personnel needs, (b) re-measurement, (c) training, (d) jobdescription and evaluation, (e) performance measurement, (f) union negotiations and(g) wage and salary administration.
1. Labour generally classified as direct and indirect. Direct labour cost includes thewages paid to employees who work directly on specific productive out put. Aswith direct material costs, labour costs that can be directly traced to z.2. Estimate ratios direct labour cost to some measure of output that can beplanned realistically.3. Develop personnel tables by enumerating personnel requirements (including)for direct labour in each responsibility centre.

2.3.4.2 Planning Standard Labour TimeAn important function of industrial engineers is to develop standard labour time forvarious operations and products. In some cases, it is impractical to estimate directlabour time expect in terms of averages based on experience. The following fourapproaches are commonly used for planning standard labour time.
1. Time and Motion Studies



There studies are usually made by industrial engineers. They analyze the operationsrequired on a product (by cost centres). By observation (and by actual timing with astop watch), a standard time for each specific operation is determined. The industrialengineer must decide (frequently along with the union) whether the fastest, slowest, oraverage employees’ time should be used. Never the time and motion studies canprovide reliable information about the labour time needed to perform each specificoperation. The results of time and motion studies can provide basic input data fordeveloping the direct labour hours needed to meet planned production.
2. Standard CostsIf a standard cost accounting system is used, careful analyzes of direct labour hourrequirements per unit of production will generally have been made. In such cases, thestandard labour time per unit of product used to derive labour hour requirements.
3. Direct Estimate by SupervisorsSome companies ask the manager of each productive operation to estimate the directlabour hours required for the planned output. In making such estimates, the managermust rely on (1) Judgement, (2) recent past performance of the department, (3)assistance from the next level of management, and (4) technical staff personal.
4. Statistical Estimates by a Staff GroupCost accounting records of past performance usually provide useful information forconverting production requirements to direct labour hours. This approach isfrequently used for producing departments that process several productssimultaneously. The historical ratio of direct labour hours to some measure of physicaloutput is computed and then adjusted for planned changes in the responsibility centre.The accuracy of this method depends on the reliability of the cost records and theuniformity of the production process from period to period. However, it isquestionable because past in efficiencies will often be projected into the future. Eventhough some other method of estimating direct labour hours in used historical ratios ofdirect labour hours to productive output are frequently good checks on the accuracy ofother methods used (Welsch et. al.; 1992: 282).



2.3.5 Overhead Budgets

2.3.5.1 Concept of Overhead BudgetCost may be divided into two portions direct and indirect. The indirect portion of totalcost is overhead. Which is the aggregate of indirect material, indirect labour andindirect expenses? Overheads comprise all expenditure incurred for or in connectionwith the general organization of the whole or part of the undertaking i.e. the cost ofoperating supplies and services used by the undertaking including the maintenance ofcapital assets. There are three main types of the overhead namely, manufacturing/factory overhead, selling and distribution overhead and office and overhead.After having the concept of the overhead, the researcher is going to recapitulate theconcept of overhead budget. Welsch viewed, "Expenses planning should not focus ondecreasing expenses, but rather on better utilization of limited resources. Viewed inthis light, expense planning and control may cause either decreased or increasedexpenditures. Expenses planning and control should focus on the relationship betweenexpenditures and the benefits should be viewed as goals, and sufficient resources mustbe planned to support the operating activities essential for their accomplishment(Welsch et. al.; 1992:  302).The overhead budget should be in detail for each responsibility centre and by interimtime period. The budget can be divided into three sub-budget namely, manufacturingfactory overhead budget, selling distribution expenses budget, and office andadministrative, expenses budget.
2.3.5.2 Manufacturing/Factory Overhead BudgetManufacturing overhead is that part of total production cost not directly identifiablewith (traceable to) specific products or jobs. Manufacturing overhead consists of (1)indirect material, (2) indirect labour (including salaries), and other miscellaneousfactory expenses; such as taxes, insurance, depreciation, supplies, utilities and repairs.Manufacturing overhead includes many dissimilar expenses; therefore, it causesproblems in the allocation of those cost to products. Since there are many differenttypes of expenses, control responsibility often widely diffused. For example, such items



are depreciation, taxes, and insurance are usually not subject to direct control byfactory managers, but rather by higher level management (Welsch et. al.; 1992: 307).Manufacturing overhead/factory overhead budget gives an estimate of the workeroverhead expenses to be incurred in a budget period to achieve the production target.The budget includes the cost of indirect material, indirect labour, and indirect workerexpenses. The calculation of the manufacturing overhead is made using the followingmethods.Indirect materials XXXAdd: Indirect labour +XXXAdd: Indirect Worker expenses XXX(Indirect Factory cost)Total manufacturing overheard XXX
Manufacturing overhead budgets are developed immediately of let the productionbudget, as tentatively approved, has been converted to expected out put (howevermeasured) for each producing and service department in the factory (Welsch et. al.;1992: 306). When developing the manufacturing overhead budget, the following stepsshould be taken.
Step 1: Translate the requirements specified in the production plan in to outputin each department.
Step 2: Plan departmental overhead expenses.
Step 3: Allocate the planned departmental expenses to the producingdepartment.
Step 4: Allocate the producing department expenses to be products the product.After these above steps, per unit overhead rate for each product could be computedand by adding the direct material cost and indirect labour cost for each product. Theposition is in to compute the cost of goods manufactured.The budget may be classified into fixed cost and semi variable cost. It can be brokeninto department overhead budget to facilitate control. In preparing the budget, fixedworks overhead can be estimated on the basis of past information after taking into



consideration the expected changes which may occur during the budget period.Variable costs are on the basis of the budget output because these expenses are boundto change with the change in output.
2.3.5.3 Selling and Distribution Overhead BudgetSelling and distribution expenses include all cost related to selling, distribution anddelivery of products to customers. The expenses are not cost and are not allocated tospecific product. Welsch viewed, "fundamentally, the top marketing executive has thedirect responsibility for planning the optimum economic balance (for profit potential)between (1) the sales budget, (2) the advertising budget and the distribution expensesbudget. Therefore profit planning and control views sales, advertising, and distributionexpenses as one basic problem rather than as three separate problems. This view islogical because of the interrelationship between them (Welsch et. al.; 1992:  314).There are two type of selling expenses namely (1) sales office expenses which coverthe cost of sales man and their administrative support; and (2) sales direction andpromotion expenses, which cover the cost of directing the sales efforts andpromotional changes such as advertising.
The distribution expenses budget should be planned by responsibility centre, districtor by the products. The top marketing executive has the overall responsibility fordeveloping the distribution expenses budgets; the promotion manager should beresponsible for developing the promotion plan, and the field. Sales managers should beresponsible for developing both their marketing plan and their distribution expensesbudget. The budget should separately identify controllable and non controllableexpenses, and this budget should be detailed by interim time period (Welsch et. al.;1992: 315).
2.3.5.4 Administrative Office and Administrative Overhead BudgetAdministrative expenses include those expenses other than manufacturing anddistribution. They are incurred in the responsibility centres that prove supervision ofand service to all factions of the enterprise, rather than in the performance of any onefunction. Because a large portion of administrative expenses are fixed rather thanvariable, the notion persists that they can not be controlled (Welsch et. al.; 1992: 316).



Administrative expenses budget covers the expenses incurred in framing policies,direction the organization and controlling the business operation. The budget providesan estimate of the expenses of the control office and of manager salaries. The budgetcan be prepared with the help of past experience and anticipated changes. Muchdifficulty is appeared when the planner is not experienced in developing such budgetas most of the administration expenses are of a fixed nature. Although fixed expensesremain constant and are not related to salves volume in the short run, they aredependent upon sales in the long-run with a small change in output, they do notchange. However, reduced by discharging the services of some member of the staff andlacking other economy measures. On the other hand with persistent increase in outputor business activity, administration expenses will increase but they may lag behindbusiness activity. According to Welsch, "It is advisable to base budgeted administrativeexpenses on specific plans and programs. Past experience, adjusted for anticipatedchanges in management policy and general economic conditions is helpful. Becausemost administrative expenses are fixed, an analysis of the historical record will oftenprovide a sound basis for budgeting them (Welsch et. al.; 1992: 317).

2.3.6 Capital Expenditure Budget

2.3.6.1 Concept and Capital BudgetA capital expenditure is the use of funds (e.g. cash) to obtain operational assets thatwill (a) help earn future revenues or (b) reduce future costs. Capital expenditureincludes such fixed (i.e. operational) assets as property, plant, equipment, majorrenovations and patents. Typically, capital expenditures projects involve large amountof cash, other resource and debt that are tied up for relatively long periods of time,capital expenditures are investments because they require the commitment benefittoday to receive higher economic benefits (i.e. profit) in the future. Capital expenditurebecomes expenses in the future as their related goods future profits from futurerevenues or to achieve future cost savings (Welsch et. al.; 1992: 395).



A major issue in planning capital expenditure is the problem of ensuring that acompany has the capacity to produce, acquire, or be able to deliver the goods andservices that will be needed to meet its sales and services plans (Welsch et. al.; 1992:632). A major issue in control in the actual expenditure of funds is the problem ofensuring that the actual expenditures are consistent with the plans and that funds areavailable when the expenditures are incurred. The capital expenditure is an importantpart of comprehensive profit plan. The capital expenditure budget is variously referredto as the capital additions budget, plant and equipment budget, construction budget,capital outlay budget, investment budget or plant additions budgets.The capital budgeting decisions, as already pointed out, pertain to fixed assets or long-term assets which by definition refer to assets which are in operation, and yield areturn, over a period of time, usually exceeding one year. The capital budgetingdecision, therefore, involves a current outlay or series of outlays of cash resources inreturn for an anticipated flow of future benefits (Quirin; 1967:  2). Capital expendituremanagement, therefore, includes addition disposition, modification and replacement offixed assets. From the preceding discussion may be deduced the following basic featureof capital budgeting. (1) Potentially large anticipated benefits; (2) a relatively highdegree of risk; and (3) a relatively long time period between the initial outlay and theanticipated return (Oster; 1974:  4). Capital budgeting is the planning of expenditurewhose return will be available beyond one year time interval. It is the process ofdeciding in advance whether a concern should commit its resources to a project or notwhose benefits would be spread over several time periods (Jain & Narang; 1984:  231).It may be defined as the decision making process by which firms evaluate the purchaseof major fixed assets, including building, machinery, and equipment. It is part of thefirms’ formal planning process for the acquisition and investment of capital (Hampton;1976: 245).Capital budgeting involves the entire process of planning expenditures whose returnsare expected to extend beyond one year. The choice of one year is arbitrary, of course,but it is a convenient cut off point for distinguishing between kinds of expenditures(Weston & Brigharam; 1978: 144). Capital budgeting involves the generation ofinvestment proposals. The estimate of cash flows for the proposals; the evaluation of



cash flows, the selection of projects based upon an acceptance criterion and finally thecontinual revaluation of investment projects after their acceptance (Van Horne; 1997:148).A capital budgeting is the process of determining which capital investments will beundertaken. There are three stages of capital budgeting namely (i) proposalgeneration, (ii) analysis, and (iii) implementation. Capital budgeting is the analysis ofproposal long-term investments, it is the decision making process that determines thetypes of plan and equipment firm will own. How much will be invested in such assetsand when the expenditure will be made (Henderson; 1995: 118).
2.3.6.2 Method for Evaluation of Capital BudgetingTo examine the various investment proposals, the necessary information should havecollected and evaluated them. The all investment proposals have some risk or quality.The investment proposals does not differ form the risk of existing investment projectsof a firm and that the acceptance of any proposal or group of a investment proposaldoes not change the relative business risk of the firm. The investment decision will beeither to accept or to reject the proposal. About the method for evaluation of capitalbudgeting. Van Horne suggests "we evaluate four method of capital budgeting (1)average rate of return, (2) payback period, (3) internal rate of return, and (4) netpresent value (Van Horne; 1997: 149).A brief introduction of the above mentioned method is given below:
a. Average Rate of Return (ARR)This accounting measure represents the ratio of the average annual profits after tax tothe investment in the project (Van Horne; 1997: 149) ARR is calculated by thefollowing formula.

ARR = Average Annual Profit (After Tax)Average Investment Over the Life of the Project × 100%
The method of evaluating proposal capital expenditure is also known as the accountingrate of return method. It is based upon accounting information rather than cash flow.The most important advantage of the method is its simplicity in calculation and it



makes use of readily available accounting information. But it does not take intoconsideration the timing of cash inflows and out flows. The method ignores the timevalue of money to consider of the project evaluation. The higher the ARR is better tothe firm.
1. Pay Back Period (PBP)The payback period of an investment project tell us the number of years required torecover our initial cash investment. It is the ratio of initial fixed investment over theannual cash inflows for the recovery period (Var Horne; 1997: 150). Payback period iscalculated by the following the formula.

Payback Period = Cost of the InvestmentNet Cash Inflow Per Year
The method is based on the idea that the original cost of investment must be recoveredif the company is to remain in effective existence. The method is also simple tounderstand and easy to calculation. It is also ignore the time value of money.
2. Internal Rate of Return (IRR)Because of the various short comings in the average rate of return and paybackmethods, it is generally that discounted cash flow methods provide a more objectivebase for evaluating and selecting investment projects. These methods take account ofboth the magnitude and the timing of expected cash flows in each period of a projectlife. The internal rate of return for an investment proposal is the discount rate thatequates the present value of the expected cash flows with the present value of theexpected inflows (Van Horne; 1997:  150). A discounted cash flow or time valueadjusted method for appraising capital investment decision is the internal rate ofreturn method. The IRR depends entirely on the initial outlay and the cash proceeds ofthe project which is being evaluated for acceptance or rejection. It is defined as thediscount rate which equates the aggregate present value of the net cash inflows (cashflow after taxes) within the aggregate present value cash out flows of a project. It isrepresented by 'r' and calculated by the following formula.A0 = A1(1 + r) + A2(1 + r)2 + ---------- + An(1 + r)n



Where,A0 = The initial outlayA1, A2, An = Stream of future net cash flowsr = Internal rate of return
If there are a number of alternative proposals, the internal rate of return of allalternatives should be compared and the alternative which gives the maximuminternal rate should be selected as the most profitable one. The main difficulty of themethod lies with the calculation it which will equate present value of net cash flowswith that of initial cost of the project.
3. Net Present Value (NPV)The present value method is a discounted cash flow approach to capital budgeting.With the present value method, all cash flows are discounted to present value, usingthe required rate of return. The net present value is calculated by the following formula(Van Horne; 1997: 152).
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Where,K = Overall cost of capitalt = No. of year (no of period)A = The stream of cash flows including initial cash outlay.From the above formula, NPV may be defined as the summation of the present valuesof the cash flow after tax in each year minus the summation of present values of the netcash outflows in each year. The method has some merits (like, it explicitly) recognizesthe time value of money, it considers the total benefits arising out of proposal over itslife time; the method is particularly useful for selection of mutually exclusive projects.After having a brief introduction of the four methods of capital budgeting decision, thedecision criteria can be summarized the following ways:



Table 2.1

Capital budgeting decision criteriaS.N. Name of methods Accept/Reject Rule1. Average Rate of Return (ARR) Highest/Higher the ARR is acceptedand vice versa.2. Pay Back Period (PBP) Lowest/lower the pay back period isaccepted and vice-versa.3. Internal Rate of Return (IRR) IRR should be higher than overall costof capital (K0) is accepted and viceversa.4. Net Present Value (NPV) Highest/higher the NPV is acceptedand vice versa (only the positive).
2.3.7 Cash BudgetThe cash budget is a forecast of expected cash receipts and payments for a futureperiod (Ruthman; 1994: 275). Cash shows the planned cash inflows, outflows andending position by interim periods for a specific time span. A cash budget basicallyincludes two parts. First part is the planned cash receipts (inflows) and second part isthe planned cash disbursement (outflow). It prepared after all of the other budgetshave been completed. It is the most important part of the firm's budget programme. Itconsists of three parts namely – (1) estimates of cash receipts, (2) estimates of cashdisbursements and (3) cash balances of each budget period.Van Horne viewed, "a cash budget is arrived at through a projection of future cashreceipts and cash disbursements of the firm over various intervals of time. It revealsthe timing and amount of expected cash inflows and outflows over the period studied(Van Horne; 1997: 806). Cash budget may be made for almost any period of time fornear term, forecast, monthly periods – probably are most frequently used because theytake into account seasonal variations in cash flow ------. When cash flows are relatively



stable, budgeting at quarterly or even longer intervals may be justified (Van Horne;1997: 807).Planning cash inflows and cash outflows gives, the planned beginning and ending cashposition for the budget period. Planning the cash inflows and outflows will indicate (1)the need for financing probable cash deficits or (2) the need for investment planning toput excess cash to profitable use. The cash budget is directly related to other plans.Such as the sales plan, account receivable and expenses budgets and the capitalexpenditures budget.The primary purposes of the cash budget are to:1. Give the probable cash position at the end of each period as a result of plannedoperations;2. Identify cash execs or shortage by time periods;3. Established the need for financing and/or the availability of idle cash forinvestments;4. Coordinate cash with total working capital;a. Sales revenue,b. Expenses,c. Investment, andd. Liabilities.5. Establish a sound basis for continuous monitoring of the cash position (Welschet. al.; 1992: 434).A comprehensive profit planning and control programme establishes the foundationfor a realistic cash budget. There must be a balance between available cash and thecash demanding activities operations. Capital expenditures and so on (Welsch et. al.;1992:  435).
2.3.7.1 Approaches used to develop Cash BudgetThere are two primary approaches are used to develop the cash budget. They arefollowing:



1. Cash receipts and disbursement approach.2. Financial accounting approach.
1. Cash Receipts and Disbursement ApproachCash receipts and disbursement approach is based on a detailed analysis of theincreases and decreases in the budgeted cash account that should reflect all cashinflows and outflows from such budgets as sales, expenses, and capital expenditures(Welsch et. al.; 1992: 436). So, that, it is also called the direct or cash account method. Itis often used for short-term cash planning as a part of the annual profit plan. Generally,the approach is not appropriate for the more long-term profit plan. The underlyingbudgets the cause cash inflow and out flows are carefully analyzed to translate themfrom an accrual basis to a cash basis.
Cash inflows arise from cash sales,  collection of accounts, notes receivable, interestreceived on investment, sales of capital assets and miscellaneous income resources;and cash outflows arise from purchase (in cash), payment of loan, increase ininvestment, repurchase of the common share, payment of salaries payment of rent,payment of taxes, losses and miscellaneous expenditures.
2. Financial Accounting ApproachThe starting point in this approach is planned net income shown on the budgetedincome statement. Basically, planned net income is converted from an accrual basis tocash basis (that is, adjusted for changes in the non cash working capital accounts suchas inventories, receivables, prepaid expenses, accruals, and deferrals). This approachrequires less supporting detail and provides less detail about the cash inflows andoutflows. It is useful for making long-ranges cash projections.This approach is also known as the indirect to or income statement approach. It is usedfor analytical purpose to develop the annual cash budget. However, it is used more often for long-term cash planning. Basically the method develops cash flows starting withnet incomes; adjustment to net income is made for non cash items affecting accrualbasis net income. The other cash inflows and outflows are estimated for non operatingitems such as sale of fixed assets, capital additions, and payment of debt and dividends.These estimates are computed much like the cash receipts and disbursements



methods. For a common set of underlying plans, the cash receipts and disbursementsapproach and the financial accounting approach derive the same cash flow results(Welsch et. al.; 1992: 447).
2.3.7.2 Techniques for Improving Cash FlowImproving cash flow basically involves increasing the amount of available cash on day-to-day basis. To accomplish the objectives the management should focus on (a) cashcollection process, (b) cash payment process, and (c) investment policies.A number of methods have been employed to speed up the collection process of cashand maximize available cash. These methods are designed to do one or all of thefollowing.a. Speed the mailing time of payments from customers to the firm;b. Reduce the time during which payments received by the firm remainuncollected funds;c. Speed the movement of funds to disbursements banks.In the connection, Shafer viewed, some of the ways often used to improve the efficiencyof the cash collection process are as follows.1. Review the lag from the date of sales of good and services on credit to themailing of (a) invoices and (b) the first billing, to the extent feasible, invoicesshould be designed to also be the first billing to encourage immediate paymentby the customer. The time lag here can avoid significance adverse after on earlycollection.2. If cash discounts are given to customers for early payments, review their effecton early cash collection and whether the discount is too high or too low. Also,monitor whether the discount policy is being violated in the company.Alternatively, if discounts are not given, does the company assess an 'interest'penalty for late payment? How much cash inflows are lost by not charging forlate payment?3. Review the credit granting process to determine whether bad credit risks arebeing screened out. Also, are delinquent receivables being identified early andcollection action taken before the receivable becomes an unforgettable?



4. Consider ways to decrease the time between the date that customers pay bycheck and the date that the cash is available for use in the company's bankaccount. This time is called 'float' and it may very from one day to ten days.Float a be very costly because (a) the cash inflow is slow and (b) theopportunity to earn interest on the cash during the float period is lost (Shafer;1987: 114).
2.4 Forecasting
2.4.1 Concept of ForecastingA forecast should always state the assumptions upon which it is based; a forecastshould be viewed as only one input into the development of a plan. The management ofa firm may accept, modify, or reject the forecast. Forecasts are indispensable factor inplanning. Forecasts are statements of expected future condition; definite statements ofwhat will actually happen are patently impressible. Expectations depend upon theassumptions. If the assumptions are plausible, the forecast has a better chance of beinguseful. Gupta viewed, "when estimates of future conditions are made on the systematicand the figure or statement obtain is known as 'forecast'" (Gupta; 1992: 82).Forecasting is the integral part of decision-making activities of management. Anorganization establishes goals, and objectives, seeks to predict the environmentalfactors, then selects actions that it hopes will result in attainment of goals andobjectives. The need for forecasting is increasing as management attempts to decreaseits dependence on chance and becomes more scientific in dealing with itsenvironments. Since, each area of an organization is related to all others, a good or badforecast can effect the entire organization (Makridarkis et. al.; 1977: 4).
2.4.2 Level of ForecastingA large number of forecasting methods are available to management today. To handlethe increasing variety and complexity of managerial forecasting problems, the differentlevel of forecasting and different forecasting techniques have been developed in recentyears. The selection of level of forecasting depends upon many of factors like thecontext of forecasts, the relevance and availability factors, the degree of accuracy of the



data, the desirable time period to be forecast, the time available for making theforecast, and the cost of the forecasting. There are three levels of forecasting namely(1) short-term forecasting (2) intermediate-term forecasting, and (3) long-termforecasting.
2.4.2.1 Short-Term ForecastingThe short-term forecasting is a predication extending a maximum of two years into thefuture. The short-term forecasting provides more rationally ordered information and asound base for decision making to the management. The short-term forecast of generalbusiness conditions often important in deriving a short-term sales forecast is useful inmaking internal estimates of the company operations. The internal estimates made bythe adjoining department in the large enterprises can be integrated with up to date.
2.4.2.2 Intermediate-Term ForecastingThe intermediate-term forecasting covers from three to five years in to the future. Thisis on of the least developed area of prediction because the forecaster does not have theadvantage of surveys of consumer and business intentions. Neither can be extrapolatelong-term trends nor one is a particularly good position to rank the importancespending intentions are of vital assistance in the development of short runpredications.
2.4.2.3 Long-Term ForecastingForecasts are frequently made in the form of long range projection that compete aneconomic situation with a minimum of five year into the future with presentcircumstances or with those of the relevant past. The prospects a picture that has someempirical foundation, sought is reasonable statement of the most probable outcome ofan explicit combination of assumptions. Sometimes these assumptions are varied toyield a range of possible result. Typically, long-range aggregate projections have beenset in a gross national production framework. Once an appraisal has been made of thegrowth potential of the aggregate economy, consideration may be given first to themagnitude of future industry sales by product or services line as well as total.



The purpose of long-range projection is to give a rough picture of future prospects,long range aggregate projection have been set in a gross national product frame work.Long range forecast may indicate the volume of investment necessary in plant andequipment.
2.4.3 Planning Verses ForecastingSales planning and forecasting often are confused. Although related, they havedistinctly different purposes. A forecast is not a plan; rather it is a statement and or aquantified assessment of future conditions about a particular subject (e.g. salesrevenue) based on one or more explicit assumptions. A forecast should always statethe assumptions upon which it is based. A forecast should be viewed as only one inputinto the development of a sales plan. The management of a company may accept,modify or reject the forecast. In contrast, a sales plan incorporates managementdecisions that are based on the forecast, other inputs and management judgementsabout such related items as sales volume, prices, sales efforts, production and financing(Welsch et. al.; 1992: 172).
The distinction between forecasting and planning is not an easy; forecasting is our bestthinking about what will happen to us in the future. In forecasting we define situationsand recognize problems and opportunities. In planning we develop our objectives inpractical detail and we correspondingly develop schemes of action to achieve theseachieves the objectives. Many companies prepare and use forecast but do not havedisciplined planning procedures other companies have planning without using suchprocedures. Actually forecasting is important part of the total planning procedure.
2.5 Budgets and Budgeting
2.5.1 BudgetA budget is a comprehensive and co-ordinated plan expressed in the financial terms,for the operation and utilization of resources of an enterprise for some specific periodin future (Pandey; 1993: 465). Budgeting is an amalgamation of managerial techniques



and approaches where as the budget is financial expressions for certain period forcertain field, it is more numerical rather than theoritical. A budget is a predeterminedstatement of management policy during a given period, which provides a standard forcomparison with the results actually achieved.A budget is the plan of the firm's expectations in the future as stated previously,planning involves the control and main pulsation of relevant variables controllable andnon controllable; and reduces the impact of uncertainty. A budget expresses the plan informally and helps to realise the firm's expectation. It is a comprehensive plan in thesense that all activities and operations are considered when it is prepared as a whole.Budgets are indeed prepared for various segments of the enterprises but they are thecomponents of the total of the master budget (Pandey; 1993: 466).A budget is the monetary or quantitative expansion of business plans and policies to bepursued in the future period procedures for planning, coordination and control ofbusiness concern. Many types of budgets are in use today in business. Among themmain budget are (a) expenses budget (b) profit budget (c) financial budget and (d)capital expenditure budget. The profit budget is used to plan of profit and to controlactual performance. The financial budgets concerned with expenditures for fixedassets.
2.5.2 BudgetingBudgeting as a tool of planning is closely related to the broader system of planning inan organization. Planning involves the specification of the basic objectives that theorganization will peruse and fundamental policies that will guide it. Generally,budgeting may be taken as the action as controlling tools of overall management andwith support to later argument, the concept of budgetary control should make clear asfar.The objective of budgetary control and standard costing is to enable management toconduct business in the most efficient manner. For this purpose, it must show whereand to what extent profit or losses and why not they are being realized. The systemshould supply the answer to the 'why' and 'how' of management. Let's then first setout, what management wants to know? (Management sometimes have to be educated



before), what management should, how and what management wants to know?Coincide (Welsch et. al.; 1992: 466).Management is the process of getting things done through others in the same waybudgetary control is not possible by owner of the concern. There should be variouspersonnel. The personnel will have clear responsibility those occupy different levels orposition of the firm. For budgetary control purpose the suitable information will beanalysed or summarized according to the use to which it is to be put. All informationshould show, what's as command with what should be": in other words, actual ascompared with budget (standard). This undoubtedly the most useful information canbe given to the management.
In conclusion, the budget involves the statement of plan, the coordination of theseplans in to well-balanced programmes and the stable watching of actual operations toensure that they are kept in line with the predetermined plan. In this way, limits are setexpenditure, standard of performance are established, and forward thinking is more anessential part of business management. Core must be taken, however no to fall in to theerror of regarding the budget as an end in itself. It is a means to an end. It is not amethod a business management, but an aid to clear thinking and its fundamental objectis to enable considered intention to be substitute for opportunism in management(Willsmore; 1971:  9).
2.5.3 Objectives of Budget and BudgetingThe basic objective of the budget is to ensure the planned profit of the concern. So, it isconsidered as tools of planning and controlling of profits. One of the primary objectiveof an annual budgets to measure the profit expectation for the next fiscal year with dueregard to all the circumstances favourable and unfavourable. That can influence of thetrading prospects. There are four basic objective of budget.i. A plan setting out the proposals and decisions of those running theorganization.ii. To forecast of the results expected.iii. An authorization, the instrument where by supreme governing bodysanctions the raising the revenue or incurring the expenditure.



iv. A yardstick of what expenditure or revenue ought to be if the organizationis working efficiently.The purpose of budgeting in the context of an annual budget is to projects asaccountably as possible the sales, incomes expenditures and profit for ensuring year.This is the principle objectives and all other requirements of budgeting system from it.
2.5.4 Budgetary ControlBudgetary control is the process of determining various budgeted figures for theenterprise for the future period than campaign the budgeted figures with the actualperformance for calculating variance. Budgetary control is a system of controlling costthat includes the preparation of budgets coordinating the departments andestablishing responsibilities, company actual perform with the budget and outing uponresults to achieve maximum profitability.Budgetary control involves (i) the budget is set by preparing budgets, (ii) the businessis divided into various responsibility centres for preparing various budgets, (iii) theactual figures are recorded, (iv) the budgeted and actual figures are compared forstudying the performance of different cost centres, and (v) it actual performance lessthan the budgeted norms a remedial action is taken immediately.
2.6 Concept of Surplus and Case for Profitability
2.6.1 Concept of Surplus and Generation of SurplusThe term 'surplus' refers to the balance of earning expected to be available with anenterprise after providing for its working expenses, interest payment and variousprovision for liability. In other words, surplus is the amount of resources left with anenterprises to be retained in the enterprise for future growth and expansion or to bedistributed to the owners of enterprise as dividend or for both purpose. Althoughprofit is an absolute concept and profitability is a relative concept for the purpose ofthe analysis, the researcher use the term 'profit' and 'profitability' interchangeablerefers to generation of surplus.
2.6.1.1 Need and Essence of Surplus Generation



Surplus generation for public enterprises is an important as well as essential due to thefollowing reasons:a. The evaluation of public enterprise performance in financial terms would befacilitated.b. The enterprises would be less dependent upon public money and as result theycould plan their productive programme independently.c. A prescribed minimum rate of return would help their expansion, diversity andgrowth.
2.6.1.2 Case for ProfitabilityAn underdeveloped country is generally characterized by scarce national resources,that is financial, natural, human, technological etc. and the available resources too areleft utilized, underutilized or mix-utilized. In other words due to low income, lowsaving and low investment, the rate of capital formation is became quite low in anunder-developed country. Thus, public enterprises have to play a more position andpromising role in nation's economic development.In the developing countries, governments expect the public enterprise to yieldresources for financing not only the latter's own expansion but also for financing thenational plans. Infact, the increasing obligations of the enterprises in mobilizingadditional plan resources have been widely and increasingly recognized in the plandocuments of developing countries. This has been accepted in Nepal too since theformation of the second plan in 1962.Some economists like I.M.D. little and Roy Harrod are in favour of earning a largeamount of profit as possible. Little suggests that profit be used partly for expansion andpartly for workers welfare and partly for augmenting the national revenues. Sir RoyHorrod went to extent of expressing the view'……..that the nationalized industry betold in future, they will have to find all their capital requirement by internal finance(Nation Planning Commission, Three Year Plan; 1962: 29).One of the main reason for creating public enterprise in the under developed countriesis to raise the internal resources by way of retained earning and dividend payments. In



Nepal too, Government of Nepal has deliberately envisaged the public enterprise asthe instrument of mobilizing resources in the country. This objectives has beenexplicitly mentioned in various plan documents of the country since the formulation ofthe second plan in 1962. Further GON has issued a circular to all the public enterprisesin June. 1980 to earn a certain rate of return of their capital employed. Earning, a fairrate of return on assets is, therefore, one of the desiderata of public enterprises inNepal.
If public enterprises are not dependent on the government for their expansion, theycan maintain independence and initiative to a great extent. Other wise, uncertaintywith change in politics and political pressures may come into play. These factors haveplayed some role in the U.S.A. Where public enterprises are subjected to annual publicenterprises are subjected to annual public appropriation, the dependence on statesubsidies has increased the degree of government control over the public enterprisesin France. However, giving subsidies and grants to a public enterprises a mixedeconomy like Nepal where the private enterprises also operate side by side is morallyunjust and economically unsound. It simply helps to conceal their inefficiency andfinancial in-discipline, entailing a direct burden on the tax payers.
Thus, in the context of Nepal where public enterprises have been established withexplicit objective of generating surplus for further economic development, earningsurplus is compatible with the national economic goals. The government should decidethe amount of surpluses to be generated by each enterprise taking into considerationthe nature of market in which the particular public enterprise is operating, its surplusgenerating potentiality, national objectives, enterprise constraint, etc. Thus, a part ofthe general profit they will go to the treasury of HMG/Nepal by way of dividendpayment that is meant for future economic growth of the country and balance isapportioned for various reserve fund and retained earnings. The amount apportionedcould be used any time for investment, expansion and improvement of the enterprises(Pathak; 1983: 41).
2.6.2 Concept of Profitability Ratio



Profitability is a measure of efficiency and the search for it provides an incentive toachieve efficiency (Khan & Jain; 1998:  136). The ratios measure overall efficiency ofmanagement as the return generated on sale and investment. It is also a controlmeasure of the earning power of a firm as well as operating efficiency.Profitability ratios essentially relate to the profit earned by a firm during a particularperiod to various parameters like sales, shareholders equity. Capital employed andtotal assets. Western and Brigham express their view, "Profitability is net result of alarge number of policies and decisions. The ratio examine of thus for reveal someinteresting things about the way the firm operates but the profitability ratio give finalanswers about how effectively the firm is being managed (Weston & Brigham; 1978:140).
Profitability ratios are designed to provide answers to such as (i) is the profit earnedby the firm adequate? (ii) What rate of return does it represent? (iii) What is the rate ofprofit for various divisions and segment of the firm? (iv) what is the earning per share? (v) what amount was paid in dividends (vi) what is the rate of return to equity holder? so on (Khan & Jain; 1998: 136). The profitability ratio is calculated to measure theoperative efficiency of the company. Besides, management, creditors and owner of thecompany are also interested in the profitability ratio of the firm (Pandey; 1993: 116).
The profitability ratios are two types, those showing profitability in relation to salesand those showing profitability in relation to investment. Together these ratio indicatethe firm's efficiency of operation (Van Hore; 1999: 77). The ratios can be determinedon the basis either of sales or investment. The more important profitability ratio isrelation to sales are gross profit margin, net profit margin, return on fixed assets,return on total assets return and capital employed. An introduction of the ratios isgiven below.
a. Gross Profit Margin (GPM)Gross profit margin ratio refers the percentage relationship between gross profit andsales. Gross profit means the excess amount of sales over cost of good sold. Van Horne



viewed, "this ratio tells us the profit of the firm relative to sales after we deduct thecost of producing the good sold. It indicates the efficiency of operation as well as howproduct is priced" (Van Horne; 1996:  772). It is calculated by following formula.
Gross Profit Margin = Gross ProfitSales × 100%
A high ratio of gross profit margin is a sign of good management. It means the firm isable to produce its products relatively at low cost and to sale relatively at higher priceand vice-versa. So higher ratio is favourable to the firm.
b. Net Profit Margin (NPM)Net profit margin measures the percentage of each sales dollar left after all expenses,including taxes have been deducted (Gitman; 1988: 108). It is that ratio, whichmeasures the relationship between net profit and sales of a firm. It is computed bydividing net profit after tax by net sales.
Net Profit Margin = Nep Profit After TaxSale × 100%
The net profit margin tells us the relative efficiency of the firm after taking into accountall expenses and income taxes but not extra ordinary charges. A higher the ratio ispreferable to a firm. Such firm will be able to accelerate its profit at faster rate than thefirm with lower net profit margin.
c. Return on Assets (ROA)Return on assets ratio measures the net profit after tax against the amount invested inthe assets. Van Horne viewed, "when we multiply the assets turnover of the firm by thenet profit margin, we obtain the return on assets ratio or earning power on total asset"(Van Horne; 1996: 174). The statement can be written in the following formulas.Return on Assets = Assets Turnover Ratio × Net Profit Margin= Net Profit After TaxTotal Assets × 100%



Return on assets is also calculated on the basis of fixed assets, it is called return onfixed assets (ROFA). ROFA is calculated by the following formula.
Return on Fixed Assets = Net Profit After TaxFixed Assets × 100%
The ratios judge effectiveness in using the 'pool' of funds which is useful to measurethe profitability of all the financial resources in the firm's assets.
d. Return on Capital Employed (ROCE)The term capital employed refers to long-term fund supplied by the creditors andowners of the firm. Return on capital employed is the relationship between net profitsafter tax to the total capital employed. The ratio measures the overall effectiveness ofmanagement in earning profit from using total capital. It can be calculated by dividingnet profit after tax by total capital employed.
Return on Capital Employed (ROCF) = Net Profit After TaxTotal Capital Employed
The ratio is most important because it reflects the overall efficiency with which capitalis used. It is a helpful tool for making capital budgeting decisions. Higher the ratio isfavourable to the firm and vice-versa.
2.6.3 Concept of Solvency RatioSolvency ratio refers that ratio which reveals the liquidity position of the concern. Itshows the financial standing of the concern. Solvency ratios are calculated to judge thefinancial position of the firm from short-term solvency view point as well as long-term.Generally short-term solvency ratios are current ratio and quick ratio. Similarly long-term solvency ratio is debt equity ratio.
a. Current RatioOne of the most general and most frequently used the ratio is called current ratio. It is ameasure of short-term liquidity and it is calculated by dividing the firm's current assetsby current liabilities (Gitman; 1988:  96). Current assets normally include cash,marketable securities, prepaid and advance expenses, accounts receivable, andinventories. Current liabilities consist of account payable, short-term notes payable,



current maturates of long-term debt, accrual income taxes and other accrued expenses.The higher the current ratio is favourable to the firm. Although, there is no hard andfast rule conventionally a current ratio 2:1 is considered satisfactory. The ratio iscalculated by following formula.
Current Ratio = Current AssetsCurrent Liabilities
b. Quick RatioQuick ratio is ratio of liquid assets to current liabilities. Liquid assets are those assets,which are readily converted into cash. It includes cash balances, bill receivable, sundrydebtors and short-term investment. Inventory and prepaid expenses are not includedin liquid assets because the emphasis is on the ready availability of cash in case ofliquid assets. It is also known as acid test or liquid ratio. Quick ratio is a measure ofliquidity. It is calculated by the firm's current assets minus inventory by currentliability. It can be calculated by using following formula.
Quick Ratio = Quick AssetCurrent Liability

= Current Assets - Inventory - Prepaided ExpensesCurrent Liability
Generally, a quick ratio, 1:1 is considered to represent a satisfactory current condition.But the standard for the quick ratio depends upon the types of the business firm.
c. Debt Equity RatioThe relationship between creditors' fund and owners' fund is a popular measure of thelong-term financial solvency of a firm. The relationship is shown by the debt equityratio. This ratio indicates the relative claims of borrower and owners against the firm'sassets. Gitman viewed, "the debt equity ratio indicates the relationship between thelong-term fund provided by creditors and those provided by the firm's owner (Gitman;1988:  103). According to Van Horne, the debt to net worth ratio is computed by simplydividing total debt of the firm (including current liability) by shareholder's equity (VanHorne; 1996: 767). The ratio is calculated by the following formula.



Debt Equity Ratio = Long Term DebtShareholder's Equity= Total DebtShareholder's EquityThe ratio computes on the basis of book-value, it is some time useful to calculate thisratio using market value. A high debt equity ratio shows that the claim of creditors isgreater than those of owners. It is risky to the creditor. So, creditors always want a lowdebt-equity ratio. High the ratio is unfavourable to creditors as well as business pointof view. It is an important tool of financial analysis to appraise the financial structure ofa firm. It is useful to creditor, owners of the firm and the firm itself.
2.6.4 Concept of Efficiency RatioAs efficiency ratio may be defined as a test of the relationship between sales andvarious types of assets of a firm. By depending upon the various assets there arevarious types of activity ratio. Efficiency ratios indicate how effectively the company isusing its asset. It is also known as activity ratio or turnover ratio. Efficiency ratios areconcerned with measuring the efficiency in operating as well as assets management(Khan & Jain; 1997:  149). It is used to measure the speed with which various accountare converted into sales or cash. The ratios involve a relationship between sales andvarious assets (like inventory, receivable, fixed asset, total assets etc.). Inventoryturnover ratio, total assets turnover ratio, debtor turnover ratio, capital employedturnover ratio are the more important and widely used as the efficiency ratio.
a. Inventory Turnover RatioInventory turnover ratio indicates the number of times inventory is replaced duringthe year. The ratio shows how rapidly the inventory is turning in to receivable throughsales. It calculated by sales divided by inventory. In other word, it measures therelationship between good, sold and the inventory level. The ratio can be computed byfollowing to different approaches.
i) Inventory Turnover Ratio = Cost of Goods SoldAverage Inventory



ii) Inventory Turnover Ratio = SalesClosing Inventory
The ratio is a most important tool of inventory management. So, it is also known asstock turnover ratio. It shows the efficiency of inventory management of a businessfirm. A higher the ratio is better than a lower the ratio. Higher the ratio indicates thebetter efficiency of the inventory management of the firm.
b. Debtors Turnover RatioEvery business firms cannot always sell their products in cash. They should have to selltheir product on credit that is known as debtors or bill receivable which is currentassets of the firm. The debtor’s turnover ratio is a test of liquidity of debtors of the firm.It is also known as receivable turnover ratio. The ratio is very closely related with theaverage collection period. It shows how rapidly debtors are converted into cash. Itshows the relationship between sales and debtors of the firm. It is calculated bydividing credit sales with debtors of the firm.
Debtors Turnover Ratio = Credit SalesAverage Debtors
To solve the problem arising out of the non-availability of the information in respect ofcredit sales and debtors, the following alternative approach is used.
Debtor Turnover Ratio = Total SalesClosing DebtorClosing balance of debtors generally, the higher is preferable to the business firmwhich shows the better the trade credit management and vice-versa.
c. Assets Turnover RatioAssets turnover ratio is the relationship between sale and various types of assets (likefixed assets, current assets, total assets etc.). It shows the firm's earning power withutilization of the various types of assets. It is also known as investment turnover



ratio. Depending upon the different concept of assets, there are following types of thisratio.The first assets turnover ratio is total assets turnover ratio which is calculated bydividing sales with total tangible assets (Gitman; 1988: 100).
Total Assets Turnover Ratio = SalesTotal Tangible Asset
Total assets turnover ratio indicates the efficiency with which the firm uses all assetsto generate sales. The higher the ratio shows more efficiently its assets have been usedand vice-versa.
The second types of assets turnover ratio is fixed assets turnover ratio, which iscalculated by dividing sales by net fixed assets.
Fixed Asset Turnover Ratio = SalesNet Fixed Assets
Fixed assets turnover ratio is the relationship between sales and net fixed assets of thefirm. It measures the efficiency with which the firm has been using its fixed assets togenerate sales. A third type of assets turnover ratio is current assets turnover ratiowhich is the relationship between current asset and sales. It is calculated by dividingsales by current assets.
Current Assets Turnover Ratio = SalesCurrent AssetsAssets turnover ratios express the number of times assets (fixed, current & total) arebeing turnover in a stipulated period of time. The ratio is an important in cases ofmanufacturing as well as trading concern. Generally higher the assets turnover ratios(fixed assets turnover ratio, current assets turnover ratio and total assets turnover



ratio) is favourable to the firm. In using the assets turnover ratio, one point must becarefully kept in mind, the concept of assets (fixed asset and total assets) turnover arenet of depreciation.
D. Capital Employed Turnover RatioCapital employed means those noncurrent liabilities including owner's equity. It is alsodefined as permanent capital or long-term fund. Capital employed turnover ratio refersthe relationship between sales and capital employed. It can be calculated by dividingsales by capital employed.
Capital Employed Turnover Ratio = salesCapital Employed
Capital employed turnover ratio expresses the number of times capital employed isbeing turnover in a stipulated period of time. It measures the ability of generating salesper dollar of long-term investment. Higher ratio is favourable to the firm and vice-versa.
2.7 Review of Previous Study
2.7.1 Books

R. H. Garrison (2000) “Managerial Accounting” A budget is the detail plan outlining the

acquisition and use of financial and other resources over some given time period. It

represents the plan for the future expressed in formal quantities terms. The act of preparing

budget is called budgeting. The uses of budget to control firm’s activities are known as

budgetary control.

Khan and Jain (2000) “Managerial Accounting” Budgeting as a tool of planning is closely

related to the broader system of planning in an organizations. Planning involves the

specification of the basic objectives that the organizations will pursue and the fundamental

policies that will guide it.



Singh M. Y, Ojha.P. K and Acharya C (2004) “Cost and Management Accounting” Profit

is the primary measure of business success in any economy. Usually, profits do not just

happen. Profits are managed. The effective operation of a business concern, resulting in an

excess of income over expenditure fully depends upon as to what extent the management

follows proper planning, effective co-ordination and dynamic control. This requires that

management must plan for future financial and physical requirements for maintaining

productivity and profitability of the business concern. The procedure for preparing a plan in

respect of future financial and physical requirements is generally called ‘budgeting’. The

primary purpose of budgeting in a business is to increase the chances of making profits.

A budget is a written plan for the future. The managers of firms which use budgets are

forced to plan ahead. Thus these firms tend to do well because they anticipate problems

before they occur. A firm without financial goals may find it difficult to make proper

decisions. A firm with specific goals in the form of a budget can control its costs by setting

guidelines for spending money for unnecessary items because they know that all the costs

incurred will be compared to those provided in the budget. if actual costs exceed the

budgeted costs, an explanation will be required. Frequently exceeding the budget may even

become a ground for dismissal. A budget helps to motivate employees to do a good job. This

is particularly true when employees help in setting up the budget. A complete budget for a

firm is often called the master budget. The master budget consists of many functional

budget. These budgets include a sales budget, a production budget, a purchase budget, an

expense budget, an equipment purchase budget and a cash budget. once all of these budgets

are completed, the master budget for the entire firms is prepared.

The main aim of budgeting is to present a future forecast, numerically expressed in an

appropriate format so that proper control in profits and cost centres could be established. As

the size of organization grows, the importance of budgeting becomes inevitable. A budget

must be prepared in advance of commencing operations, stating what and how things are to

be done. A budget covers a definite period of time, usually one year. It is a tool of planning,

direction, coordination and control.

Outline of the components budgeting

Strategic Plan

a) Setting broad objectives of the enterprise.



b) Defining specific enterprise goals.

c) Formulating enterprise strategies.

d) Circulating management’s planning instructions.

The Financial Plan

a) Long-term financial plan

b) Short term annual budgets

Objectives of Budget

The main objective of a business firm is to make an excess of revenue over expenses so as to

maximize profits. But it is not a matter of a dream or chance. There are no magic formulas

for boosting the figure of profit overnight. Budgeting, if followed properly, can increase the

chances of making profits within the given environment.

The objectives of budgets can be summarized in the following points.

 The provide a realistic estimate of income and expenses for a period and of the

financial position at the close of the period, detailed by areas of management

responsibility.

 To provide a coordinated plan of action which is designed to achieve the estimates

reflected in the budget.

 To provide a comparison of actual results with those budgeted and an analysis and

interpretation of deviations by areas of responsibility to indicate course of corrective

actions and to lead to improvement in future plans.

 To provide a guide for management decisions in adjusting plans and objectives if

there is an uncontrollable change in conditions.

 To provide a ready basis for making forecasts during the budget period to guide

management in making day to day decisions.

Functions of a Budget

In any organization irrespective of its type and size, budgeting function is inevitable.

Budgets are so pervasive that they apply to all kinds of organizations. Indeed, controllership

functions cover at least two areas of economic information. The first is to keep records of

business transactions which ultimately yields financial statements including the income



statement, the statement of retained earnings the balance sheet and cash flow statements.

These are statutory for providing information to stockholders, creditors, supplier and

government.

The second main controllership function is budget preparation. Budgets cover the following

major activities of the management process

 Planning

 Communication

 Coordination

 controls

2.7.2 Journal and Articles

Acharya,(1999),in an article ''Dursanchar Ko Bartaman Awastha ra Nijikaran"suggested to utilize its fund rather than accept high interest bearing loans for capitalinvestment, since the rate of earning in liquid fund is less than the rate of interest itpays for the loan.
Acharya,(2000), in an article ''Profitability Structure of NTC'' suggested to utilize itsinternal resource. He writes ''It has become possible to maximize profit utilizinginternal resources with minimum cost. In other hand, liquidity position of thecorporation is quite high as it keeps capacity to pay of whole debt at once if thecircumstances so required. Keeping in view the increasing services it can be expectedthat the further profitability trend will get improve furthermore in comparison tocurrent trend provided the revenue structure from national and international serviceremain within a certain limit at unchanged tariff situation.''
Pokhrel,(2005), in  article ''Revenue Collection in Nepal Telecom and strengthening it

in future'' shows Nepal telecom standard cash collection/revenue ratio has been takenas 98% through some portion of cash collection during the year may pertain toprevious years. But the result shows the actual cash/revenue percentage fluctuatedfrom the standard.



Poudel,(2010),’’Sana tatha  kutir udhyog ko arthik byawasthapan” reveals that cottageand small industries department has big amount of expenses as uncertified whichshows lack of responsibility in financial aspect by the public enterprises.The above review of various journal and articles related to working capital and cashmanagement reveals the poor management of working capital in Nepalese PE's.There are some research works made on the topic of profit planning in Nepalesecontext and the same are relevant to review here in this section.
2.7.3 Thesis

Chand Prakash Bahadur (2004) submitted a dissertation in the topic, “Profit

Planning in Herbs Production and Processing Company Limited" to the faculty ofmanagement central department T.U. in the course of practical fulfilment of MBS.The data were collected from both primary and secondary sources. The period coveredwas for five years from FY 1998/1999 to 2003/04. The basic objective of this researchpaper is to examine what extent the company is applying comprehensive profitplanning system The main and sub-objective of this research were:a. To identify the profit planning process adopted by HPPCL.b. To assess the BEP analysis of HPPCL.c. To recommend the step to be taken to improve the profit planning process.Findings can be briefly enumerated in the following points:
 There is conflict between profit and social goal.
 Due to the lack of entrepreneurship HPPCL is not operated on commercial basis.
 All the department are not delegated authority and create new ideas to formulatevarious policies.
 HPPCL adopting traditional pricing policy that is cost plus pricing. Sometime someproducts are priced below the cost due to the government circulation.
 HPPCL has lack of budgeting exports and formulated on traditional adhoc basic.



 HPPCL is seriously suffering from excessive fixed cost and non-manufacturingexpenses.
 Unrealistic sales forecasts etc.

Bhata Krishna Dev (2005), submitted a dissertation on the topic "Profit Planning in

Royal Drugs Limited" this research was mainly concerned with the current practice ofprofit planning and examines that to what extent the RDL is apply profit planningsystem Primary as well as secondary data have been used in the research reporters.The main objectives of work were:
a. To analyze the various functional budgets that is prepared in public enterpriseof Royal Drugs Limited.b. To sketch the trend of profit or loss.c. To evaluate the variance between budgeted and actual of the enterprise.d. To examine practice and effectiveness of profit planning.Major finding of research are:

 Objective of RDL are not clear, whatever it aims to minimize profits or to maximizesocial service is not clearly distinguished.
 There is a lack of entrepreneur ship and business in the operation of the enterprise.
 Authority and responsibilities are not clear among the department managementand working managers.
 There is a more conflict and lack of co-ordination between departments.
 Responsibility counters to control of cost are not clearly defined.
 Internal and external variables providing opportunities threats and strengths andweaknesses are not identified.
Mishra Sagar (2006), a significant contribution on the topic "Profit Planning in Tokla

Tea Estate (TTE)".The data were collected from both primary and secondary sources. The basicobjectives of this research paper are to examine how far the different functional



budgets are being applied as a tool of profit planning in the estate. Regarding the basicobjective, other sub objectives are:a. To interpret the trend of profit/loss and cost of the company in the light ofprofit plan.b. To identify the sales plan for the company in the high of strategic and tacticalsales plan.c. To analyze the production plan and actual production trend of the company.d. To review the Tokla tea estate's profit planning on the basis of overallmanagerial budgeting.
Major finding of the study can be enumerated in the following points:
 Inadequate evaluation of relevant internal and external variables.
 Problems of maintaining the quality of the products.
 Inadequate profit and productively due to lack of skilled manpower, excessive fixedcost and inventory.
 Unrealistic sales for casts etc.
K.C. keshab Bahadur (2007), conducted a research on the topic, “Profit planning in

Nepal Electricity Authority and Nepal telecom”, this research work is basicallyconcerned is to highlight the current practice of profit planning and its effectiveness inthe company’s other specified objective are:a. To examine the present profit planning premises adopted by the companies.b. To analysis the difference between budgets and actual achievement of thecompanies.
c. To point out suitable suggestion and recommendation. To conduct this research,both primary and secondary source of data have been used. The time periodwas five years in this study. The following findings or recommendations.Findings:

 Specific goals and objectives are not conveyed to lower level of staff and it denotesthe absence of MBO principle of management.



 There is lack of proper coordination between the various responsible departments.
 There is no cost classification system. Overhead are not classified systematicallyand it creates problem of analyze its expenses properly.
 Absence of skilled and purely academic manpower in budgeting section, thecompany has unable to prepare systematic future plan.
 There is no arrangement of any accounting and management planning training bythe company.
 Actual sales are very below than budgeted sales.
 There is a lack of entrepreneurship in the operation of the company.
 The companies are suffering from low contribution margin and high fixed cost.
Sharma N (2009) “Revenue Planning & Management of Manufacturing Public

Enterprises: (A case study of Singh Durbar Vaidya Khana Vikas Samiti);” An unpublished

master level thesis submmited to Central Department of Management, Faculty of

Management T.U. The following major findings and recommendations.

The main objectives of this study are:

1. To analysis the actual sales and budgeted sales.

2. To examine revenue generate by SDVKVS.

3. To recommendation and suggestion for SDVKVS.

The findings of this study are:

1. SDVKVS has adopted only product/categorized budget. But it has not adopted

practice of preparing monthly budget.

2. There is no surprise sale.

3. There are no actual bad debts shown in an account.

4. In the calculation of profit volume ratio, it has shown that its fixed cost is high.

5. The pricing policy needs revision and adjustment of pricing policy organization is

not fare.

Bhatta Gunaker (2010), had made research on “Profit planning a case study of Nepal

Electricity Authority;” an unpublished master level thesis submmited to Central Department

of Management, Faculty of Management T.U. Following are the major finding and

recommendation



 Operating profit of NEA is in negative figure. The authority has shown

profit after the transfer from evaluation surplus.

 The authority fails to maintain its periodic performance report

 systematically. Goal and objective are limited only to the high ranking

officials.

 Specific goal and objective are not conveyed to lower level staff and it

denotes the absence of MBO principal of management.

 Achievements of the authority are more variable then budgeted.

 Even the authority is not less from the last few years; the profit is shown

only after the transfer from evaluation surplus.

Recommendations:

 NEA should improve coordination between various directorates.

 NEA should develop efficient system of profit collection.

 Budget centres should be regularly monitored.

 Leverage of the electricity should be controlled by improving meter

reading and meter connection system.

2.8 Research GapAll the studies mentioned above about profit planning and controls are basicallyrelated with the profit planning system of Nepalese business enterprises. These studieshave pointed out the similarities findings. The conclusion of those researchers is thatthere is no proper planning and control system in Nepalese proposes enterprises.Therefore this study is designed to highlight the comprehensive budget process and itsimpact on profitability. Previous study has not been yet made emphasizing the effect ofbudgeting and profit planning on the profitability. This research work covers timeperiod of ten years for the propose of trend analysis.



CHAPTER III

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This chapter stands for the overall approach to the research process, systematicframework of research plan and scheme. Especially this chapter has focused onresearch design, nature and sources of data, sample, population and tools for analysisetc.
3.1Research DesignThis research can preferably be said descriptive and explanatory as its attempts todescribe and explore various aspects and dimensions of profit planning in NEA. Thisstudy is quantitative since the quantitative data have extensively employed. Trends ofsales, production and profitability, planning methods and practices, financialrelationship among financial variables etc. are the main issues to be dealt throughoutthe research. The data collected using the different methods are tabulated andanalyzed using different financial and statistical tools to find out real condition of profitplanning in NEA.
3.2Nature and Sources of DataThe data upon which this study is made are basically secondary in nature. Thesecondary data have been collected from financial statements, annual reports, andother published and unpublished official records of concerned company. All thecollected data and information have been properly arranged, synthesized, tabulatedand calculated to arrive at the realistic analytical steps.
3.3 SampleThis study specially focuses upon profit planning of NEA. Following are the years andtotal number of observations employed here in this study. This study consists of thedata of 10 years from 2001 to 2010.
3.4 Research VariablesThe research variables of this study are mainly sales, cost of sales, profit and loss, cashflow, capital expenditure, fixed assets and total assets etc.



3.5 Tools for AnalysisBoth of financial and statistical tools have been employed here in this research work.
3.5.1 Financial Tools

1. Financial Ratio AnalysisFinancial ratio is an arithmetical relationship between two or more financial variables.Company's short-term and long-term solvency position, assets and debt management,and profitability have been measured through following ratios.
Current RatioCurrent ratio measures the company's ability to pay its short-term obligations whenthey become due.
Current Ratio = Current AssetsCurrent Liabilities
Quick RatioQuick ratio measures, like current ratio, short term solvency position of the companybut with relying on sales of inventories.
Quick Ratio = CA - InventoriesCurrent Liabilities
Inventory Turnover RatioThis ratio helps to assess the velocity of company's inventories to turn out into sales.
Inventory Turnover Ratio = Cost of Goods SoldInventory
Total Assets Turnover RatioTotal assets turnover indicates how effectively the assets are utilized to generate salesrevenue.Total Assets Turnover = SalesTotal Assets



Fixed Assets Turnover RatioThis ratio measures the extent of efficient utilization of fixed assets to generate salesrevenue of the company.Fixed Asset Turnover Ratio = SalesFixed Assets
Gross Profit MarginGross profit margin indicates how cost effective a company is to get its operating profit.
Gross Profit Margin = Gross ProfitSales
Net Profit MarginNet profit margin is the profit per Rs. sales indicating the overall cost effectiveness of acompany.Net Profit Margin = Net ProfitSales
Return on AssetsReturn on assets measures how efficient the firm is in order to manage it total assetsand to generate profit.
Return on Assets = Net ProfitTotal Assets
Return on Capital EmployedReturn on capital employed is a ratio that denotes return per Rs. of capital employed.Return on Capital Employed = Net ProfitCapital Employed
Debt RatioDebt ratio is the portion of debt capital that is employed to finance its total assets.

Debt Ratio = DebtTotal Assets
Debt/Equity RatioIt is the relationship of borrowed fund and owner's capital.



Debt-Equity Ratio = DebtEquity
3.5.2 Statistical Tools

i. Coefficient of Variation (CV)Coefficient of variation measures the standard deviation (S.D.) per unit averageof the given variable. Unlike standard deviation, it is the relative measure ofdispersion.
ii. Co-efficient of Determination (R2)R2 explains the ability of independent variable to predict the change independent variable.

iii. Standard Deviation (S.D.)S.D. measures the extent of dispersion of observed variables from the average.This tool helps to recognize volatility of variable within a given time periods.
iv. F-testTo test the significance of regression model, f-test is utilized. F-test facilitates toidentify whether the model is significant or not.
v. t-testt-test is applied as a tool to determine the explaining power of independentvariable. While t-value is significant, the variable under consideration can bestexplain t he variation in dependent variable.

vi. Simple Linear Regression ModelRegression is the statistical tool that is used to determine the statisticalrelationship between two (or more) variables and to make estimation (orproduction) of one variable on the basic of the other variable. The equation ofsimple linear regression model is y = a + bx. The variable to predict is called thedependent variable and the variable on which the prediction is based is calledthe independent variable.
vii. Discriminate AnalysisDiscriminate analysis is developed by Altmand and is also called altman model.This model can be employed to discriminate whether or not a company isconsideration likely to fail in the near future. Analysis of each of the individual



ratios sometimes be confusing and to avoid this z-score model developed byAltman is employed. Z-score above 2.99 represents healthy firm. Z-score below1.81 always represents unhealthy firms. Z-score between these two representarea of gray.Z-score is calculated utilizing the equation (Van Horne; 1997:206)Z = 1.2 x1 + 1.4 x2 + 3.3 x3 + 0.6 x4 + 1.0 x5Where,x1 = Net working capital to total assets (NWC/TA)x2 = Current asset to current liabilities (CA/CL)x3 = Net profit to total assets (NP/TA)x4 = Net profit to sales (NP/Sales)x5 = Sales to total assets (Sales/TA)
viii. Percentage of sales methodIt is emphasized to forecasting firm's two key financial statements: balance sheetand income statement as these provide a good picture of the firm's operations.It has seen that sales to assets turnover is an important control variable andreflects a fundamentally important proposition in planning – that the volume offirm's sales is a good predictor of the required investment in assets.The percent of sales method provides a practical method of forecasting financialstatement. There is a basic logic behind sales and the behaviour of individualasset items. For example, in order to make sales, a firm must have an investmentin plant and equipment to produce goods. Inventories of work-in-progress andfinished goods are needed to make sales when sales are made, there is usually aninterval before payments are received.This results in the generation of debtors or accounts receivable. Note thatinvestments in fixed assets and inventories lead sales, while investment inreceivables lags sales. With sales fluctuations, these lead and lag relationshipsresult in complex patterns that are understood only when the underlying logic ofthe relationships is kept in mind.



CHAPTER IV

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

This chapter stands for presenting and analysing data to explore the solutions of theproblems mentioned previously. For analysis purpose, various statistical andaccounting tools have been employed as per necessary. Profit planning and its variousdimensions like financial budgets and practices, trends of profitability and assetsmanagement, variance of budgeted and actual plan, relationship of financial variablesetc. are the main issues to be dealt here in this chapter.
4.1 Production and Sales PlanSales plan is the basic plan at which other plans depend. Table 4.1 presents budgetedsales and actual sales of NEA over the study periods.

Table 4.1
Target and Actual Sales

(Amount in Rs. Million)
Year Budgeted sales Actual sales Budgeted to actual  sales2001 5396.70 2931.49 54.322002 6856.00 4976.08 72.582003 8160.80 5150.28 63.112004 9476.20 6762.22 71.362005 11012.60 6520.56 59.212006 11874.70 7047.63 59.352007 12605.20 11025.14 87.472008 13331.90 8196.45 61.482009 14449.00 8233.04 56.982010 15405.03 11624.64 75.46Mean 10856.81 7246.75 66.13SD 3313.73 2672.73 10.32CV 0.31 0.37

Source: Annual Report, NEATo identify the sales trend of past and to forecast the future trend historical actual salesfigures have been presented against the budgeted sales figures. The enterprises’average percentage sales achievement against target sales is 66.13 percent for all thestudy period. Observing year wise sales, highest sales achievement was recorded at



87.47 percent in the year 2007. On the other hand the lowest sales achievement is 54percent in 2001. Observing the variation in budgeted and actual sales of NEA asmeasured by coefficient of variation (CV) budgeted sales varies more than the actualsales of the enterprises and the CV of actual sales is 0.31 as against the CV of 0.37 ofbudgeted sales.Comparison of actual and budgeted sales figures reveals that there are considerablegap between budgeted and actual sales. Moreover the gap happened to be inconsistent.Such huge gap must be addressed through the coordination and integration of effortsof all the branches and departments.
Figure 4.1

Target and Budgeted Sales

Above figure shows that gap between budget and achievement is high. This highdeviation creates difficulty to forecast sales.As indicated by the trend, standard deviation and C.V., the company's budgeted salesfluctuate more than actual sales. On the other way budgeted sales is more inconsistent.The increase and decrease of sales for the periods seem to be unpredictable due to thelack of clear policies and program of the NEA.
4.1.1 Sales Forecasting
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Regression analysis represents a more general method of forecasting sales and is saidfewer subjects to potential pitfalls relative to the other statistical methods. Soregression equations are developed to forecast sales for coming year.
i. Regression Equation of Actual Sales on Budgeted SalesA regression model is developed taking actual sales (AS) as dependent variable andbudgeted sales (BS) as independent variable. Detailed regression results are presentedin following table.

Table 4.2

Regression ResultsModel a b1 R2 R F F-sig.AS = a + b1 BS 570.92 0.72(-.6127.041)[0.01] 0.795 0.892 49.58 0.01
Sources: Appendix-ICoefficient of determination, R2 of this model is 0.795 that indicates that 79.5 percentvariation of actual sales can be explained by the regression line. Regression coefficient,b1 indicates that for every Rs. change in budgeted sales, actual sales will change by Rs.0.72. F-value of the model and t-value of regression coefficient are both significant at 1percent level of significance. Thus the independent variables do the best job ofexplaining the variation in dependent variables. There seems strong positivecorrelation of the budgeted and actual sales.For forecasting purpose, regression equation is AS = a + b1 BS. Now, assume that abudgeted sale for coming year is Rs. 18500. So actual sales would come to be:AS = 570.92 + 0.72 × B.S.or, AS = 570.92 + 0.72 × 18500 = Rs. 23289.29 million
ii. Time Series AnalysisIn this, time factor is taken as independent variable whereas actual sales are taken asdependent variable.



Table 4.3

Regression ResultsModel a b1 R2 F F-sign.BS = a + b1t 4879.14 1086.85(17.232)[0.01] 0.986 567.25 0.01
Sources: Appendix-IAbove table shows the regression of actual sales on time factor. Coefficient ofdetermination, R2 is 0.986 showing and it is the proportion of variation in thedependent variable explained by the regression model. Value of regression coefficient,b1 is positive. It indicates that sales increases for each of the subsequent periods.To forecast regression by the way of time series, Regression equation is BS = a + b1 × tor BS = 44879.14+ 1086.85 × t. Since sales are to be forecasted for 11th year, forecastedsales would be as: BS = 44879.14+ 1086.85 × 11 = Rs. 16834.48 million.Observing the f-values and t-value regression of time series equation is more relevantthan equation of actual sales on budgeted sales. It is because f-value and t value for thelatter model are highly significant.Annual sales report by consumer group is presented below.

Table 4.4
Sales Report by Consumer Group

(Amount in Rs. 'million)
Category Year2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010Domestic 2056 2622 3161 3641 4250 4579 5080 5405 6021 6396Non commercial 420 527 836 722 784 816 947 882 940 1013Commercial 516 662 556 819 895 986 1015 1118 1288 1448Industrial 1994 2430 2869 3397 3831 4282 4089 4326 4337 5081Water supply andirrigation 78 96 121 139 149 155 240 198 214 213Street light 111 150 176 201 247 330 315 422 455 487Temporary supply 7 13 7 4 5 3 6 11 17 9Transport 9 18 28 28 29 29 30 30 32 31



Temple 7 10 11 12 14 21 23 24 26 28Community sales 0 0 0 0 17 20 21 24 54 84Total(Internal sale) 5199 6528 7765 8962 10204 11201 11746 12416 13331 14706Bulk supply(India) 198 328 396 514 809 674 573 579 429 370
Gross revenue 5397 6856 8161 9476 11013 11875 12319 12996 13760 15076Net income from otherservices - - - - - - 286 336 689 329
Total revenue 5397 6856 8161 9476 11013 11875 12605 13332 14449 15405

Source: Annual Report, NEAProfit planning is also affected by how sales is distributed among the differentsegments the enterprises is operating. Table 4.4 shows the sales distribution amongdifferent consumer groups along the study periods of 10 years. Main three groups ininternal sales are domestic, industrial and commercial. Looking over the trends of thesales of these groups the sales of all the groups have been increasing persistently overthe periods. The trend of other sales also shows the same kind of trend over theperiods. Following figure presents the sales trend of main three consumer groups.
Table 4.5

Sales Report by main three Consumer Group
(Amount in Rs. 'million)Year Domestic Sales Commercial Sales Industrial Sales2001 2056(38.10) 516(25.08) 1994(36.94)2002 2622(38.24) 662(25.23) 2430(35.45)2003 3161(38.74) 556(17.58) 2869(35.16)2004 3641(38.43) 819(22.48) 3397(35.84)2005 4250(38.59) 895(21.06) 3831(34.79)2006 4579(38.56) 986(21.53) 4282(36.06)2007 5080(40.30) 1015(19.99) 4089(32.44)2008 5405(40.54) 1118(20.69) 4326(32.45)2009 6021(41.67) 1288(21.39) 4337(30.02)2010 6396(41.52) 1448(22.64) 5081(32.98)

SSource: Annual Report of NEA



Out of total sales for each year domestic sales is higher in comparison to other types ofsales. The domestic sales for each year from 2001 to 20010 are ranges from 38.10percentages to 41.52 percentages out of total sales. The sales for industrial categoryare rages from 30.02 to 36.94 percent out of total sales. The same for the commercialcategory ranges from 17.58 to 25.23 percent out of total sales.The trend of the sales according these three main consumer categories is also presentwith the help of following figure:
Figure 4.2

Sales by Domestic, Commercial and Industrial Consumer

The trend shows that domestic sales are highest for all the periods followed byindustrial sales and commercial sales. Industrial sales however have decreased in year2007 and 2009. Likewise commercial sales has also decreased in the year 2003 andsoared up to Rs.1448 million in the year 2010.
4.2 Growth of consumerTrend of consumer growth is also an important consideration of profit planning for theNEA. The categories of consumer and their pattern of growth greatly determine thelevel production, sales and other financial and investment plan of the enterprises. Here,trend of the consumer according their grouping is presented along with the followingtable and the figure as follows:
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Consumer group
year2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 20010Domestic(%) 594 643 713 848 930 1011 1114 1227 1339 145895.36 95.45 95.62 95.93 95.87 95.90 96.02 96.07 95.81 95.66Non commercial(%) 7654 7815 7643 8629 9722 9865 9950 10010 10215 106391.23 1.16 1.02 0.98 1.00 0.94 0.86 0.78 0.73 0.70Commercial(%) 2948 3096 3386 3898 5317 5454 6000 6170 6000 65970.47 0.46 0.45 0.44 0.55 0.52 0.52 0.48 0.43 0.43Industrial(%) 14996 16179 17701 18789 19833 21374 22500 23020 24089 254982.41 2.40 2.37 2.12 2.04 2.03 1.94 1.80 1.72 1.67Others(%) 3292 3570 3950 4674 5180 6518 7660 10947 18251 234520.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.62 0.66 0.86 1.31 1.54Total 622457 674073 746086 884629 970705 1054029 1159949 1277541 1397907 1524703

Source: Annual Report, NEAFrom the table it is clear that more than 95 percent of consumers are accounted fromthe domestic group. Industrial consumer for the enterprises is around 2 percent for allthe period the second highest number of consumer. Like wise number of consumer as apercentage of total consumers is around one percent for non commercial and othercategories of consumers.The absolute number of consumer for each of categories is increasing over the periods.This spells the future prospects of the enterprises is good.It is important to note that though domestic consumers are more than 95 percent forall the periods, in terms of sales revenues they occupies only 40 percent of totalrevenue.Moreover, consumers in the commercial categories are only around 1 percent howeveroccupies sales revenue of around 23 percent. Like wise, consumers in industrialcategories are around 2 percent occupying more than 32 percent of sales for theenterprises.
4.3 Trend of Cost of Goods SoldProduction cost is known as cost of goods sold. It is the aggregate of material cost,direct labour cost and factory cost. Cost of goods sold and gross profit has inverserelationship i.e. if cost of goods sold increases gross profit decreases and vice-versa.Following table shows cost of goods sold and gross profit of NEA.



Table 4.7
Budgeted Cost of Goods Sold

(in Rs. 'million’)

Year Sales Gross profit
Cost of sales

Amount Percentage of
sales2001 5396.70 3446.70 1950.00 36.132002 6856.00 4665.70 2190.30 31.952003 8160.80 3680.10 4480.70 54.912004 9476.20 3589.50 5886.70 62.122005 11012.60 5664.60 5348.00 48.562006 11874.70 5109.30 6765.40 56.972007 12605.20 5142.80 7462.40 59.202008 13331.90 4999.20 8332.70 62.502009 14449.00 5414.44 9034.56 62.532010 15405.03 5475.18 9929.85 64.46Mean 10856.81 4718.75 6138.06 53.93SD 3313.73 839.10 2713.96 11.51CV 0.31 0.18 0.44 0.21Cost of goods sold and gross profit show the production efficiency of a firm. Cost ofgoods sold of the company has increased during the year accompanied by increasedsales over the periods.More of the company’s sales is taken away by the cost of production that is in anaverage of the total sales, cost of goods sold occupies 53.93 percent of total sales. Moreover the consistency of cost of goods sold as measured by the CV of states that of all thethree figures cost of goods sold fluctuates more is due to the fact that CV of cost of salesis higher than that of sales and gross profit.

4.4 Estimation of Cost of Goods SoldRegression equation is widely accepted as a best tool to forecast given dependentvariable based on the chosen1 independent variable. On this ground, cost of goods soldis estimated using regression analysis. Regression equation is Cost of goods sold (CGS)= a + b1 × sales. The regression results are portrayed in the table below.
Table 4.8

Results of Regression of CGS on Sales

Regression equation A b1 R2 F F-sign.

CGS = a + b1 sales -2579.96 0.803

(14.246)
0.962 202.951 0.01



[0.01]Sources: Appendix-ICoefficient of determination, R2 of the above model is 0.962 indicates that out of totalvariation in sales, CGS can explain 96.2 percent. Value of regression coefficient, b1 is0.803 indicates that for every rupee value change in sales CGS changes by Rs. 0.0.803.The positive sign indicates the positive relationship. This result is significant as t-valueis significant at 1 percent level of significance. Likewise this model can best explain theCGS as f-value is also significant at 1 percent level.Since company has estimated to achieve sales revenue Rs.16834.48 million from theanalysis of time series. If the sales happen to be true then its cost of goods sold for theyear to come would be:CGS = a + b1 × sales= -2579.96+ 0.803 × Sales= -2579.96+ 0.803 × 16834.48= Rs.10934.61 million
4.5 Expenditure Budget of NEAProfit is certainly a function of expenses. In this regard planning of profit includes planfor expenses also. In planning process, the knowledge of costs for each responsibilitycentres should be pinpointed. Total costs of the enterprises can be subdivided intofollowing ways:a. Generation expensesb. Transmission expensesc. Distribution expensesd. Administrative expensesGeneration expenses are the expenses required to generate electricity and serviceswhich also includes purchases of power. A transmission expense is also importantexpenses of NEA. Likewise cost structure of NEA also includes distribution andadministrative expenses. Following table shows how total costs of the enterprisesapportioned in different cost centres.

Table 4.9



Expenses of NEA
(In Rs. 'million)

Year ExpensesGeneration Transmission Distribution Administrative2001 1849.32 101.18 600.26 629.242002 2068.53 121.73 711.53 703.472003 4343.40 137.30 982.22 950.082004 5728.70 158.00 1174.40 447.402005 5169.40 178.60 1308.60 536.102006 6565.90 199.50 1376.10 489.102007 7246.50 215.90 1484.20 622.402008 8100.60 232.10 1703.70 419.502009 8793.68 240.88 1834.39 479.592010 9625.57 304.28 1947.42 576.14Total 59491.60 1889.47 13122.82 5853.02Mean 5949.16 188.95 1312.28 585.30SD 2654.19 62.05 454.44 156.27CV 0.45 0.33 0.35 0.27
Source: Annual Report, NEAFrom the above table one can observe that Generation expenses of NEA is more than allother costs averaging to Rs.5949.16 million for over the 10 year periods. This cost isthe main cost of the company and covers more than 70 percent of all the costs of theenterprises. Next to this the company’s main cost is distribution expenses whichaverages to Rs. 1312.28 million thousands. Administrative overheads bear its thirdposition in terms of the costs of the company. Likewise transmission expenses of theenterprises are Rs. 188.95 on an average.Generation expenses of the enterprises are more inconsistent showing CV of 0.45.Followed by distribution expenses (C.V. = 0.35) and transmission expenses (0.33). Inan absolute term, generation expenses is dispersed more from its average costs as ithas highest S.D. of 2654.19.
4.6 Planning for Cash: Analysis of Sources and UseNEA coordinates cash with total working capital, sale revenue, expenses, investmentsand liabilities. NEA does not have systematic and scientific practice of planning forcash. It has not developed any systematic cash planning formally. But it is clear that themain source of cash of NEA is cash sales, the main items of cash used are generationexpenses, distribution expenses, administrative expenses etc. To analyze the majorcash application and sources following cash-flow statement is prepared with the helpof balance sheet and income statement of the year.



Table 4.10
Cash Flow Statement for FY 2008

Particular Amount(Rs.)Operating  profit ( loss) during current year -1312.16Depreciation 1920.00Increase in CA -1068.49Increase in CL 3618.71
A. Cash from operating activities 3158.06Cash from Financing activities:Issue of share 2032.81Secured and term loan 5146.03
B. Cash from Financing activities 7178.84Investment -1258.09Capital work in progress -6785.55Purchase of plant and equipment -2920.00
C. Cash from investing activities -10963.64Cash increase(decrease) during the year(A+B+C) -626.74Opening balance of cash 1447.58
Closing Balance of cash 820.84From the statement above firm's financing activities is the main source of cash andparticularly secured and term loan in the main source of cash. Negative operatingprofit, investment in current asset constitute cash outflow for the enterprise in theoperating activities heading. Cash from operating activities has resulted into positivecash flow due to the fact that the enterprises have higher amount increase in currentliabilities.The company has made investments of Rs. 1258.09 million in the year 2009. Capitalwork in progress is amounted to Rs.6785.55 million during the period: the main itemunder investing activities which entitles huge amount of cash outflows for the firm.During the year company has achieved negative cash change of Rs. 626.74 million thushas achieved ending cash balance of Rs. 820.84 the balance is lower than the previousyear balance due to the negative change during the current year.

4.7 Forecasting of Financial Statements: Percentage of Sales Method



It is emphasized to forecasting firm's two key financial statements: balance sheet andincome statement as these provide a good picture of the firm's operations.It has seen that sales to assets turnover is an important control variable and reflects afundamentally important proposition in planning – that the volume of firm's sales is agood predictor of the required investment in assets.The percent of sales method provides a practical method of forecasting financialstatement. There is a basic logic behind sales and the behaviour of individual assetitems. For example, in order to make sales, a firm must have an investment in plant andequipment to produce goods. Inventories of work-in-progress and finished goods areneeded to make sales when sales are made, there is usually an interval beforepayments are received. This results in the generation of debtors or accounts receivable.Note that investments in fixed assets and inventories lead sales, while investment inreceivables lags sales. With sales fluctuations, these lead and lag relationships result incomplex patterns that are understood only when the underlying logic of therelationships is kept in mind.
Table 4.11

Income Statement for the year 2008Sales Revenue Rs. 15405.03Less: Cost of goods sold 9929.85Gross profit 5475.18Less: Operating expenses 1868.32Operating profit 3606.86Less: InterestDepreciationProvision
2368.411920.00630.61Net Income (1312.16)

Table 4.12
Balance Sheet of NEA for the Year 2008Liabilities and equity Amount(Rs.) Assets Amount(Rs.)



Share capital 28414.99 Current assets 11391.46Loan 52762.18 Net fixed assets 89826.89Reserve and Accumulated Profit (6114.88) Deferred expenditure 60
Current liabilities 26430.84 Inter unit balance 214.78
Total liabilities and equity 101493.13 Total asset 101493.13

To begin with above actual financial statements of NEA are demonstrated. To forecastthe company's financial statement for coming year following assumption has beenmade:
 Company's all the expenses vary directly with sales except interest andprovision.
 Forecasted sales as forecasted by the company coming year is Rs. 16834.48million have been taken as a basis for projection purpose.
 A provision of the company remains unchanged.
 Fixed assets and current assets and inter unit balance vary directly with changein sales and also current liabilities show same type of behaviour. Besides theseall the balance-sheet items remain unaffected.
 NEA is operating at full capacity.Now, given the above assumption forecasting precedes in the following manner:First: Preparation of forecasted income statement:

Table 4.13
Proforma Income Statement (Rs. In million)Sales Revenue 16834.48Less: Cost of goods sold 10851.34Gross profit 5983.14Less: Operating expenses 2041.70Operating profit 3941.44



Less:    InterestDepreciationProvision
2368.412098.18630.16Net  Income (1155.76)

Percentage change in sales = 16834.48 -15405.0315405.03 = 9.28 percentSecond: Preparation of forecasted balance sheet
Table 4.14

Proforma Balance Sheet (Rs. In million)

Liabilities and equity Amount(Rs.) Assets Amount(Rs.)Share capital 28414.99 Current assets 12448.59Loan 52762.18 Net fixed assets 98162.83Reserve and Accumulated Profit -7270.64 Deferredexpenditure 60.00Current liabilities 28883.62 Inter unitbalance 234.71External fund needed 8115.97
Total liabilities and equity 110906.12 Total asset 110906.12

Observing the above financial statements it is clear that firms operating profit willincrease to Rs. 4941.44 million from base year's operating profit of Rs. 3606.86 giventhe sales forecasted by the company and above assumptions are valid. Net loss willdecrease to Rs.1155.76 million.
From the forecasted balance-sheet of the company it is clear that asset will increase byRs.9412.99 million and accumulated loss will be Rs.1155.76. This incremental assetand loss are financed spontaneously with current liabilities of Rs. 2452.78, and balanceof Rs. 8115.97 should be financed with external funds shown in forecasted balance-sheet as balancing figure.Here,



External fund needed = [Increase fixed assets + Increase current asset includinginterunit balance + Increased loss] - Increased CurrentLiabilities= [8335.94 + 1077.06 + 1155.76] – 2452.78= Rs. 8115.98
Thus NEA needs Rs. 10568.76 million to finance incremental assets and losses. Out ofthese Rs. 2452.78 million will be available to the NEA through incremental currentliabilities and the balance it should raise from external source.
4.8 Financial Ratio AnalysisFinancial ratio analysis is the arithmetical relationship between two or more variablesof financial statements. Information provided by the ratio analysis is very useful toevaluate financial performance of a firm. It communicates the strengths andweaknesses of the firm. It is also useful for initiating effective control of business. Thissection focuses on the financial performance of the enterprise on terms of liquidity,profitability, turnover, and capital structure.

Table 4.15
Financial Ratio of NEA

Ratio 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 200

9

2010 Mean

Current AssetsCurrent Liabilities 1.06 1.05 1.03 0.73 0.62 0.54 0.49 0.45 0.45 0.43 0.69Quick AssetsCurrent Liabilities 0.90 0.87 0.88 0.62 0.54 0.47 0.41 0.38 0.39 0.37 0.58SalesTotal Assets 1.07 1.19 1.29 1.29 1.43 1.51 1.48 1.48 1.40 1.35 1.35Net ProfitCapital Employed 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.02 -0.04 -0.03 -0.02 -0.02 0.00 -0.02 -0.01Total DebtTotal Assets 0.66 0.69 0.72 0.73 0.77 0.79 0.80 0.79 0.77 0.78 0.75Net ProfitSales -1.78 2.70 -0.62 -9.08 -17.74 -14.82 -10.41 -9.51 2.17 -8.52 -6.76



Net ProfitTotal Assets -0.22 0.36 -0.09 -1.33 -2.89 -2.48 -1.69 -1.51 0.34 -1.29 -1.08Sources: Appendix-IIFrom the table above one can observe that the company’s liquidity has beendeteriorating each year and it has been more serious in the latter years. Current ratio,in an average for the 10 years periods is 0.69. These decreasing current ratios indicatethat the company’s ability to pay its debts obligation has seriously been injured overthe periods. Another measure of liquidity, i.e. Quick ratio of the enterprises is farbelow then traditional standard of 1:1. Enterprise’s position of liquidity, thus, can besaid as poor. Total assets turnover of the firm is more or less uniform for all the yearsaveraging to 1.35 times.. The ability of the enterprise’s assets to generate sales is notgood as the turnover of assets is poor and is also decreasing at latter years. This alsoindicates the company’s inability to manage its assets.Another dismal aspect of the NEA is to have zero and negative return on capitalemployed which is -0.01 in an average for the 10 years periods. Net profit margin andtotal assets turnover give the return on assets if multiplied together. ROA is negativefor all the periods. These all the ratio, in absolute term indicates that the NEA is in adifficult verge.Company employed more of debt capital as indicated by debt- assets ratio. This ratiofor the company is also more or less uniform for all the periods and averages to 75percent. That means consideration for capital restructuring is in a urgent need.
4.9 Discrimination Analysis: Measure of Company's Overall

PerformanceDiscriminant analysis is developed by Altmand and is also called altman model. Thismodel can be employed to discriminate whether or not a company in considerationlikely to fail in the near future. Analysis of each of the individual ratios sometimes isconfusing and to avoid this z-score model developed by Altman is employed. Z-scoreabove 2.99 represents healthy firm. Z-score below 1.81 always represents unhealthyfirms. Z-score between these two represent area of gray.Z-score is calculated utilizing the equation:



Z = 1.2 x1 + 1.4 x2 + 3.3 x3 + 0.6 x4 + 1.0 x5Where,x1 = Net working capital to total assets (NWC/TA)x2 = Current asset to current liabilities (CA/CL)x3 = Net profit to total assets (NP/TA)x4 = Net profit to sales (NP/Sales)x5 = Sales to total assets (Sales/TA)
NEA z-score is calculated for each of the 10 years and average of the score is computedin the last row.

Table 4.16
Calculation of Z-scoreYear NWC/TA CA/CL NP/TA NP/S S/TA Z score2001 0.006148 1.06 -0.221302 -1.778865 1.067977 0.7557452002 0.00547 1.05 0.356873 2.699825 1.190051 5.4667032003 0.003342 1.03 -0.085272 -0.624939 1.292575 2.0862004 -0.042877 0.73 -1.329874 -9.082755 1.294209 -7.5802472005 -0.068791 0.62 -2.886199 -17.74059 1.431978 -17.947372006 -0.093914 0.54 -2.484216 -14.82395 1.50629 -14.939532007 -0.115251 0.49 -1.685853 -10.41475 1.484432 -9.7853992008 -0.129411 0.45 -1.510907 -9.509522 1.482096 -8.7306082009 -0.13574 0.45 0.341482 2.174476 1.399694 4.30191220010 -0.148181 0.43 -1.292856 -8.517737 1.352331 -7.599165Average -5.397196NEA if evaluated on the ground of Z score can be regarded as a failure company andcould go in insolvency in near future if it were not in a position to improve itsprofitability, liquidity and turnover. This is because its Z score is -5.40 significantlylower than the standard of 2.99. Lower z-score is mainly due to the losses of thecompany. So it should initiate different cost-cutting measurers so to improveprofitability.

4.10 Regression AnalysisFollowing two regression models are developed and tested to identify what sort ofrelationship net profit has on costs, sales revenue and level of fixed assets of theenterprises.



Regression equation is:1. NP = a + b1CSWhere,NP is net profitCS is Cost of salesa is regression constant, andb1 is  regression coefficient.2. NP = a + b1S + b2FAWhere,NP is net profitS is SalesFA is level of fixed assetsa is regression constant, andb1, b2 are regression coefficients.

Table 4.17
Regression Results

Equation a b1 b2 R2 F F-sig.

1. NP = a + b1 CS -56.54
-0.123

(-1.238)

[0.251]

NA 0.161 1.533 0.05

2. NP = a + b1 S + b2

FA
634.799

-0.219

(-.964)

(0.05)

0.016

(0.496)

(0.05)

0.232 1.056 0.05



Sources: Appendix-IModel (1) is regression results of net profit on cost of sales. Value of regressioncoefficient (b1) is -0.123, which indicates that for every one percentage change in totalsales (S), there will be 12.3 percentage changes in Net profits (NP). Negative value ofregression coefficient indicates that the relationship of cost of sales and net profit isnegative. Coefficient of determination for the model is 0.161, which indicates that outof total change in profit 16.1 percent is explained by independent variable. Observingthe test of confirmation of the results by the use of the F- test ratio it is found that thetested value is not significant at 5 percent level of significance and this shows that themodel cannot best explain the variation in independent variable. To conclude,increased cost of sales contributes to profit negatively and it spells that the costmanagement of the company is not effective because increased cost of sales mustcontribute positively to net profit in order for the cost management to be effective and,here the condition is just opposite.A coefficient of determination (R2) of model -2 indicates that the model can explain23.2 percent of total variation in net profits. Model (2) also shows that the value ofregression coefficient (b1) for sales is negative indicating negative relation of sales andnet profit. More sales results in to less of profit. The relation with fixed assets (FA) is,however, positive indicating positive relations of net profit and fixed assets of theenterprises. Observing the test of confirmation of the results by the use of the F- testratio it is found that the tested value is not significant at 5 percent level of significanceand this shows that the model cannot best explain the variation in independentvariable.To conclude, increased sales revenue contributes to profit negatively and it spells againthat the company bears more of cost than what is desirable as per the sales so as tocome out with positive profit. However the fixed assets is utilized in the way thatincreased fixed assets contribute positively to profit and considered to be effective.However this is not a final conclusion as the t value for both the coefficients areinsignificant at 5 percent level of significance.
Major Findings of the Study



 A regression model is developed taking actual sales (AS) as dependent variableand budgeted sales (BS) as independent variable for the purpose of forecastingsales for coming year. The sales revenue so forecasted has come to beRs.23289.29 million likewise time series analysis result of which is statisticallymore significant gives the forecasted sales as Rs.16834.48 million
 Observing year wise sales, highest budgeted sales to actual sales was recordedat 87.47 percent in the year 2007. On the other hand the ratio is 54 percent in2001. As indicated by the trend, standard deviation and C.V., the company'sbudgeted sales fluctuate more than actual sales. On the other way budgetedsales is more inconsistent. The increase and decrease of sales for the periodsseem to be unpredictable due to the lack of clear policies and program of theNEA. Comparison of actual and budgeted sales figures reveals that there areconsiderable gap between budgeted and actual sales. Moreover the gaphappened to be inconsistent. Such huge gap must be addressed through thecoordination and integration of efforts of all the branches and departments theresult in nutshell shows that gap between budget and achievement is high. Thishigh deviation creates difficulty to forecast sales.
 Profit planning is also affected by how sales is distributed among the differentsegments the enterprises is operating. Analysis of the sales distribution amongdifferent consumer groups shows that main three groups in internal sales aredomestic, industrial and commercial. Looking over the trends of the sales ofthese groups the sales of all the groups have been increasing persistently overthe periods. The trend of other sales also shows the same kind of trend over theperiods. Out of total sales for each year domestic sales is higher in comparisonto other types of sales. The domestic sales for each year from 2001 to 2010 areranges from 38.10 percent to 41.52 percent out of total sales. The sales forindustrial category are rages from 30.02 to 36.94 percent out of total sales. Thesame for the commercial category ranges from 17.58 to 25.23 percent.
 Analysis of trend and composition of consumer group and growth shows thatmore than 95 percent of consumers are accounted from the domestic group.Industrial consumer for the enterprises is around 2 percent for all the period



the second highest number of consumer. Likewise number of consumer as apercentage of total consumers is around one percent for non commercial andother categories of consumers. Absolute number of consumer for each ofcategories is increasing over the periods. This spells the future prospects of theenterprises is good in terms of growing consumer. It is important to note thatthough domestic consumers are more than 95 percent for all the periods, interms of sales revenues they occupies only 40 percent of total revenue.Moreover, consumers in the commercial categories are only around 1 percenthowever occupies sales revenue of around 23 percent. Like wise, consumers inindustrial categories are around 2 percent occupying more than 32 percent ofsales for the enterprises.
 Analysis of cost of sales shows that more of the company’s sales is taken awayby the cost of production that is in an average of the total sales, cost of goodssold occupies 53.93 percent of total sales. More over the consistency of cost ofgoods sold as measured by the CV states that of all the three figures cost ofgoods sold fluctuates more due to the fact that CV of cost of sales is higher thanthat of sales and gross profit.
 Analysis of costs of the enterprises shows that main four types of the cost aregeneration expenses, transmission expenses, distribution expenses,administrative expenses. Generation expenses of NEA are more than all othercosts averaging to Rs.5949.16 million for over the 10 year periods. This cost isthe main cost of the company and covers more than 70 percent of all the costs ofthe enterprises. Next to this the company’s main cost is distribution expenseswhich averages to Rs. 1312.28 million thousands. Administrative overheadsbear its third position in terms of the costs of the company. Likewisetransmission expenses of the enterprises are Rs. 188.95 on an average.Generation expenses of the enterprises are more inconsistent as shown by CV of0.45. Followed by distribution expenses (C.V. = 0.35) and transmission expenses(0.33). In an absolute term also, generation expenses is dispersed more from itsaverage costs as it has highest S.D. of 2654.19.
 NEA coordinates cash with total working capital, sale revenue, expenses,investments and liabilities. NEA does not have systematic and scientific practice



of planning for cash. It has not developed any systematic cash planningformally. But it is clear that the main source of cash of NEA is cash sales, themain items of cash used are generation expenses, distribution expenses,administrative expenses etc. To analyze the major cash application and sourcesa cash-flow statement for latest year is prepared. From the statement abovefirm's financing activities is the main source of cash and particularly securedand term loan in the main source of cash. Negative operating profit, investmentin current asset constitute cash outflow for the enterprise in the operatingactivities heading. Cash from operating activities has resulted into positive cashflow due to the fact that the enterprises have higher amount increase in currentliabilities.
 The company has made investments of Rs. 1258.09 million in the year 2010.Capital work in progress is amounted to Rs.6785.55 million during the period:the main item under investing activities which entitles huge amount of cashoutflows for the firm. During the year company has achieved negative  cashchange of Rs. 626.74 million thus has achieved ending cash balance of Rs.820.84 the balance is lower than the previous year balance due to the negativechange during the current year.
 It has seen that sales to assets turnover is an important control variable andreflects a fundamentally important proposition in planning – that the volume offirm's sales is a good predictor of the required investment in assets. In thisground, percent of sales method is employed to come up with forecastedincome. Main results of this are that asset will increase by Rs.9412.99 millionand accumulated loss will be Rs.1155.76. This incremental asset and loss arefinanced spontaneously with current liabilities of Rs. 2452.78, and balance ofRs. 8115.97 should be financed with external funds.
 Financial ratio analysis shows that the company’s liquidity has beendeteriorating each year and it has been more serious in the latter years. Currentratio, in an average for the 10 years periods is 0.69. These decreasing currentratios indicate that the company’s ability to pay its debts obligation hasseriously been injured over the periods. Another measure of liquidity, i.e. Quick



ratio of the enterprises is far below then traditional standard of 1:1.Enterprise’s position of liquidity, thus, can be said as poor. Total assets turnoverof the firm is more or less uniform for all the years averaging to 1.35 times. Theability of the enterprise’s assets to generate sales is not good as the turnover ofassets is poor and is also decreasing at latter years. This also indicates thecompany’s inability to manage its assets.
 Another dismal aspect of the NEA is to have zero and negative return on capitalemployed which is -0.01 in an average for the 10 years periods. Net profitmargin and total assets turnover give the return on assets if multiplied together.ROA is negative for all the periods. These all the ratio, in absolute term indicatesthat the NEA is in a difficult verge. Company employed more of debt capital asindicated by debt- assets ratio. This ratio for the company is also more or lessuniform for all the periods and averages to 75 percent. That meansconsideration for capital restructuring is in an urgent need.
 NEA if evaluated on the ground of Z score can be regarded as a failure companyand could go in insolvency in near future if it were not in a position to improveits profitability, liquidity and turnover. This is because its Z score is -5.40significantly lower than the standard of 2.99. Lower z-score is mainly due to thelosses of the company. So it should initiate different cost-cutting measurers soto improve its profitability.
 Regression results of net profit on cost of sales shows that the relationship ofcost of sales and net profit is negative. Furthermore increased cost of salescontributes to profit negatively and it spells that the cost management of thecompany is not effective because increased cost of sales must contributepositively to net profit in order for the cost management to be effective and,here the condition is just opposite.
 Multivariate regression analysis of net profit on sales and fixed assets spells thatincreased sales revenue contributes to profit negatively and it spells again thatthe company bears more of cost than what is desirable as per the sales so as tocome out with positive profit. However the fixed assets is utilized in the waythat increased fixed assets contribute positively to profit and considered to be



effective. However this is not a final conclusion as the t value for both thecoefficients are insignificant at 5 percent level of significance.



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONSSales must be forecasted using the statistical tools with right blend of judgementalforecasting. The increase and decrease of sales for the periods seem to beunpredictable due to the lack of clear policies and program of the NEA. Comparison ofactual and budgeted sales figures reveals that there are considerable gap betweenbudgeted and actual sales. This chapter attempts to summarise the whole study. Aftersummarising the study, a conclusive and suggestive framework has been built. Theconclusion and suggestion would be great help for the profit planning practitioners andthe company. This chapter is divided into three parts namely summary, conclusion andrecommendation.
5.1 Summary.

Chapter one as an entrance step describes about background of the study, statement ofthe problem, objective, significance, limitation and organization of the study. Mainobjectives of the study are: to sketch the financial position of the concern and itsrelation with profit planning, to evaluate the variance between budgeted and actualfinancial progress of NEA, to find out the relationship among financial and accountingvariables those are instrumental particularly in profit planning
The enterprises’ average percentage sales achievement against target sales is 66.13percent for all the study period. Observing year wise sales, highest sales achievementwas recorded at 87.47 percent in the year 2006. On the other hand the lowest salesachievement is 54 percent in 1999. As indicated by the trend, standard deviation andC.V., the company's budgeted sales fluctuate more than actual sales. On the other waybudgeted sales is more inconsistent. The increase and decrease of sales for the periodsseem to be unpredictable due to the lack of clear policies and program of the NEA.Comparison of actual and budgeted sales figures reveals that there are considerablegap between budgeted and actual sales. Moreover the gap happened to be inconsistent.Such huge gap must be addressed through the coordination and integration of effortsof all the branches and departments the result in nutshell shows that gap betweenbudget and achievement is high. This high deviation creates difficult to forecast sales.



A regression model is developed taking actual sales (AS) as dependent variable andbudgeted sales (BS) as independent variable for the purpose of forecasting sales forcoming year. The sales revenue so forecasted has come to be Rs.23289.29 millionlikewise time series analysis result of which is statistically more significant gives theforecasted sales as Rs.16834.48 million.This research paper has tried to examine that to what extent NEA is applying profit-planning system. The practices and effectiveness of profit planning is reviewed in thecompany with the help of functional and statistical tools. Data collected from severalsources are analysed employing the financial and statistical tools. Statistical toolsinclude percentage, mean, standard deviation, regression analysis etc. whereasfinancial tools include financial ratio analysis and Z-score analysis etc.
Profit planning is also affected by how sales is distributed among the differentsegments the enterprises is operating. Analysis of the sales distribution amongdifferent consumer groups shows that main three groups in internal sales aredomestic, industrial and commercial. Looking over the trends of the sales of thesegroups the sales of all the groups have been increasing persistently over the periods.The trend of other sales also shows the same kind of trend over the periods. Out oftotal sales for each year domestic sales is higher in comparison to other types of sales.The domestic sales for each year from 1999 to 2008 are ranges from 38.10 percent to41.52 percent out of total sales. The sales for industrial category are rages from 30.02to 36.94 percent out of total sales. The same for the commercial category ranges from17.58 to 25.23 percent.Analysis of trend and composition of consumer group and growth shows that morethan 95 percent of consumers are accounted from the domestic group. Industrialconsumer for the enterprises is around 2 percent for all the period the second highestnumber of consumer. Likewise number of consumer as a percentage of totalconsumers is around one percent for non commercial and other categories ofconsumers. Absolute number of consumer for each of categories is increasing over theperiods. This spells the future prospects of the enterprises is good in terms of growingconsumer. It is important to note that though domestic consumers are more than 95



percent for all the periods, in terms of sales revenues they occupies only 40 percent oftotal revenue. Moreover, consumers in the commercial categories are only around 1percent however occupies sales revenue of around 23 percent. Likewise, consumers inindustrial categories are around 2 percent occupying more than 32 percent of sales forthe enterprises.Analysis of cost of sales shows that more of the company’s sales is taken away by thecost of production that is in an average of the total sales, cost of goods sold occupies53.93 percent of total sales. More over the consistency of cost of goods sold asmeasured by the CV states that of all the three figures cost of goods sold fluctuatesmore due to the fact that CV of cost of sales is higher than that of sales and gross profit.Analysis of costs of the enterprises shows that main four types of the cost aregeneration expenses, transmission expenses, distribution expenses, administrativeexpenses. Generation expenses of NEA are more than all other costs averaging toRs.5949.16 million for over the 10 year periods. This cost is the main cost of thecompany and covers more than 70 percent of all the costs of the enterprises. Next tothis the company’s main cost is distribution expenses which averages to Rs. 1312.28million thousands. Administrative overheads bear its third position in terms of thecosts of the company. Likewise transmission expenses of the enterprises are Rs. 188.95on an average. Generation expenses of the enterprises are more inconsistent as shownby CV of 0.45. Followed by distribution expenses (C.V. = 0.35) and transmissionexpenses (0.33). In an absolute term also, generation expenses is dispersed more fromits average costs as it has highest S.D. of 2654.19.NEA coordinates cash with total working capital, sale revenue, expenses, investmentsand liabilities. NEA does not have systematic and scientific practice of planning forcash. It has not developed any systematic cash planning formally. But it is clear that themain source of cash of NEA is cash sales, the main items of cash used are generationexpenses, distribution expenses, administrative expenses etc. To analyze the majorcash application and sources a cash-flow statement for latest year is prepared. Fromthe statement above firm's financing activities is the main source of cash andparticularly secured and term loan in the main source of cash. Negative operatingprofit, investment in current asset constitute cash outflow for the enterprise in the



operating activities heading. Cash from operating activities has resulted into positivecash flow due to the fact that the enterprises have higher amount increase in currentliabilities.The company has made investments of Rs. 1258.09 million in the year 2010. Capitalwork in progress is amounted to Rs.6785.55 million during the period: the main itemunder investing activities which entitles huge amount of cash outflows for the firm.During the year company has achieved negative  cash change of Rs. 626.74 million thushas achieved ending cash balance of Rs. 820.84 the balance is lower than the previousyear balance due to the negative change during the current year.It has seen that sales to assets turnover is an important control variable and reflects afundamentally important proposition in planning – that the volume of firm's sales is agood predictor of the required investment in assets. In this ground, percent of salesmethod is employed to come up with forecasted income. Main results of this are thatasset will increase by Rs.9412.99 million and accumulated loss will be Rs.1155.76. Thisincremental asset and loss are financed spontaneously with current liabilities of Rs.2452.78, and balance of Rs. 8115.97 should be financed with external funds.Financial ratio analysis shows that the company’s liquidity has been deteriorating eachyear and it has been more serious in the latter years. Current ratio, in an average forthe 10 years periods is 0.69. These decreasing current ratios indicate that thecompany’s ability to pay its debts obligation has seriously been injured over theperiods. Another measure of liquidity, i.e. Quick ratio of the enterprises is far belowthen traditional standard of 1:1. Enterprise’s position of liquidity, thus, can be said aspoor. Total assets turnover of the firm is more or less uniform for all the yearsaveraging to 1.35 times. The ability of the enterprise’s assets to generate sales is notgood as the turnover of assets is poor and is also decreasing at latter years. This alsoindicates the company’s inability to manage its assets.Another dismal aspect of the NEA is to have zero and negative return on capitalemployed which is -0.01 in an average for the 10 years periods. Net profit margin andtotal assets turnover give the return on assets if multiplied together. ROA is negativefor all the periods. These all the ratio, in absolute term indicates that the NEA is in a



difficult verge. Company employed more of debt capital as indicated by debt- assetsratio. This ratio for the company is also more or less uniform for all the periods andaverages to 75 percent. That means consideration for capital restructuring is in anurgent need.NEA if evaluated on the ground of Z score can be regarded as a failure company andcould go in insolvency in near future if it were not in a position to improve itsprofitability, liquidity and turnover. This is because its Z score is -5.40 significantlylower than the standard of 2.99. Lower z-score is mainly due to the losses of thecompany. So it should initiate different cost-cutting measures so to improve itsprofitability.Regression results of net profit on cost of sales shows that the relationship of cost ofsales and net profit is negative.  Furthermore increased cost of sales contributes toprofit negatively and it spells that the cost management of the company is not effectivebecause increased cost of sales must contribute positively to net profit in order for thecost management to be effective and, here the condition is just opposite.Multivariate regression analysis of net profit on sales and fixed assets spells thatincreased sales revenue contributes to profit negatively and it spells again that thecompany bears more of cost than what is desirable as per the sales so as to come outwith positive profit. However the fixed assets is utilized in the way that increased fixedassets contribute positively to profit and considered to be effective. However this is nota final conclusion as the t value for both the coefficients are insignificant at 5 percentlevel of significance.
5.2 ConclusionIt is important to note that though domestic consumers are more than 95 percent forall the periods, in terms of sales revenues they occupies only 40 percent of totalrevenue. Moreover, consumers in the commercial categories are only around 1 percenthowever occupies sales revenue of around 23 percent. Like wise, consumers inindustrial categories are around 2 percent occupying more than 32 percent of sales forthe enterprises. This shows that more sales revenue of the enterprises is concentratedto less number of consumers. So the enterprises must initiate the campaign to focus to



the less consumer so that more revenue can be generated launching the differentincentive plan.
It is seen that secured and term loan is the main source of cash and it is not afavourable condition because any firm must have sufficient cash generated fromoperation if it wants to be operated from own source of fund. Negative operating profit,investment in current asset constitute major cash outflow for the enterprise which isvery dangerous.
Likewise number of consumer as a percentage of total consumers is around onepercent for non commercial and other categories of consumers. Absolutenumber of consumer for each of categories is increasing over the period.Company has no practice of forecasting sales on the basis of statistical methods ratherit forecasts sales on the basis of guess and hunch may result into the irrecoverableerror. Likewise what it produces and purchases are highly uncertain to forecastprecisely. Sales level is forecasted on the basis of previous years' sales and byjudgmental approach.
Analysis of the sales distribution among different consumer provides the fact toconclude that sales of all the groups have been increasing persistently over the periods.Out of total sales for each year domestic sales is higher in comparison to other types ofsales.
Analysis of cost of sales shows that more of the company’s sales is taken away by thecost of production that is in an average of the total sales, cost of goods sold occupies53.93 percent of total sales. Enterprises, thus, has failed to initiate different costreduction strategy.
Financial ratio analysis paves the way to conclude that firm liquidity is deterioratingeach year. Moreover the company’s profitability has been getting bad each year. Like



wise capital structure of the company is also in a urgent need to be changed as it is notadding value to shareholders.
Z score of NEA is -5.40 and significantly lowers than the standard of 2.99. It tells thatthe enterprises may bankruptcy in the future if not initiated major changes in the costand capital structure, sales diversification, effectiveness of service etc.

As shown by the regression analysis increased cost of sales contributes to profitnegatively and it spells that the cost management of the company is not effectivebecause increased cost of sales must contribute positively to net profit in order for thecost management to be effective and, here the condition is just opposite. Like wise thenet profit on sales and fixed assets spells that increased sales revenue contributes toprofit negatively and it spells again that the company bears more of cost than what isdesirable as per the sales so as to come out with positive profit.
5.3 Recommendation and SuggestionsOn the basis of the whole study following recommendations are relevant to made:
 NEA tends to bear costs without considering the possible effect of such costs mayhave upon profits. Perhaps it is also a reason why the NEA has been incurring hugelosses over the periods. This should be corrected by the practices of total qualitymanagement (TQM) and restructuring of the enterprise.
 A main source of cash for NEA is term loan and borrowing. On the other mainoutflows are for generation, administrative and distribution expenses. In thisregard, NEA should maintain cash flow synchronization by which the outflow andinflow timed each other so that the company may not run out of cash.
 As shown from the forecasted financial statements the enterprise will need Rs.8115.97 as external funds to finance its incremental assets and losses. Theenterprise is suggested to raise this amount through the source that does not pushthe capital structure to a further point of peril. The source must be the one thathelps maintain the optimum capital structure of the enterprise.



 Huge gap of actual and budgeted sales must be addressed through the coordinatedand integrated efforts of all the branches and departments. Sales must beforecasted using the statistical tools with right blend of judgemental forecasting.Enterprise should also try to estimate its expenditure using the statistical tools tocome up with the more reliable forecasting.
 NEA is suggested to maintain its domestic sales and to increase its commercial andindustrial sales that help to contribute towards its sales and profitability positively.For this, promotional and incentive package focusing on the commercial andindustrial consumer group.
 NEA is recommended to adopt cost reduction techniques like value analysis,Restructuring, training to employees etc. to maximize its profits. Some of the costslike generation expenses, distribution expenses and administrative expenses of theenterprises is very high and have no any impact upon the profit of the enterpriseand some time having negative impact upon profit as revealed by this study. Suchcost is recommended to minimize initiating various cost cutting measures.
 Liquidity of the enterprise has been deteriorating each year. Proper management ofcash, inventory and receivables helps to correct this problem. The turnover ofassets also seems to be poor. NEA is suggested to acquire quality assets and todiscard obsolete and non earning assets.
 NEA, as shown by Z score, can be regarded as a failure firm and could go ininsolvency in near future if it were not in a position to improve its profitability,liquidity and turnover. Lower Z score is mainly due to the continuous losses theenterprise has been facing over its history. So it should initiate different cost-cutting measurers so as to improve its profitability.



APPENDIX I

ANOVA
Source of Variation Sum of Squares df Mean Sum of Square F

1. Regression
2.Error (Residual)
Total

83292101
13439212
96731313

1
8
9

83292101.46
1679901.521

49.58

Coefficients

Source Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized
Coefficients

t

B Std. Error Beta
1.(Constant) BS -901.412 1473.633 -.6127.041

.918 .130 .928

a. Dependent Variable: AS

ANOVA

Source of Variation Sum of Squares df Mean Sum of Square F
1. Regression 97452889 1 97452888.90

567.2502.Error (Residual) 1374390 8 171798.713
Total 98827279 9

a. Constant : t
b. Dependent Variable : BS

Coefficients

Source Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized
Coefficients

t

B Std. Error Beta



1.(Constant) t 4879.127 283.148 17.232

1086.852 45.633 .993 23.817

a. Dependent Variable: BS

Coefficients

Source Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized
Coefficients

t

B Std. Error Beta
1.(Constant) 4879.127 283 -.6127.041

t .918 .130 .928

a. Dependent Variable: AS

ANOVA

Source of Variation Sum of Squares df Mean Sum of Square F
1. Regression 63776182 1 63776182.04 202.951
2.Error (Residual) 2513953 8 314244.082
Total 66290135 9

a. Constant : BS
b. Dependent variable: CGS

Coefficients

Source Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized
Coefficients

t

B Std. Error Beta
1.(Constant)
BS

-2583.479 637.354 -4053

.803 056 .981 14.246a. Dependent Variable: CGS
ANOVA

Source of Variation Sum of Squares df Mean Sum of Square F
1. Regression 1008130 1 1008130.207

1.5332.Error (Residual) 5259995 8 657499.320
Total 66290135 9



a. Constant : CGS
b. Dependent variable: NP

Coefficients

Source Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized Coefficients t

B Std. Error Beta
1.(Constant)
CS

-54.571 662.901 -082

-.123 .100 -401 -1.238

a. Dependent Variable: NP

ANOVA

Source of Variation Sum of Squares df Mean Sum of Square F
1. Regression 1452928 2 726463.970

1.0562.Error (Residual) 4815197 7 687885.261
Total 6268125 9

a. Constant : FA,BS
b. Dependent variable: NP

Coefficients

Source Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized Coefficients t

B Std. Error Beta
1.(Constant)
FA,BS

634.799 1032.712 .615

-219 .227 -.870 -.964

.016 .032 .449 .497

a. Dependent Variable: NP



1. Calculation of Regression of Budgeted sales on actual sales

Year Budgeted
sales(x)

Actual
sales(y)

X2 Y2 XY2001 5396.7 2931.49 29124370.89 8593633.62 15820372.082002 6856 4976.08 47004736 24761372.17 34116004.482003 8160.8 5150.28 66598656.64 26525384.08 42030405.022004 9476.2 6762.22 89798366.44 45727619.33 64080149.162005 11013 6520.56 121277358.8 42517702.71 71808319.062006 11875 7047.63 141008500.1 49669088.62 83688491.962007 12605 11025.14 158891067 121553712 138974094.72008 13332 8196.45 177739557.6 67181792.6 109274251.82009 14449 8233.04 208773601 67782947.64 1189591952010 15405 11624.64 237314949.3 135132255.1 179077927.9
Total 108568.1 72467.53 1277531164 589445507.9 857829211.2Regression eqny= a+bxThen the normal eqn for estimating ‘a’ and ‘b’ are

xbnay  ....................................(i)
2xbxaxy  ....................................(ii)Putting the values in above normal equations

72467.53 =10a+108568.13b
857829211.2=108568.13a+1277531164b=0.72a=570.92



Correlation (r)=
2222 )()( yynxxn

yxxyn





892.0
72467.53-9589445507.10)1.108568(127753116410

53.724671.108568857829211
2






Coefficient of Determinant (r2)= r×r= 0.795
ii) Calculation of Regression of Budgeted sales on year

Year Time(x) Budgeted
sales(y)

X2 Y2 XY2001 1 5396.7 1 29124370.89 5396.72002 2 6856 4 47004736 137122003 3 8160.8 9 66598656.64 24482.42004 4 9476.2 16 89798366.44 37904.82005 5 11013 25 121286169 550652006 6 11875 36 141015625 712502007 7 12605 49 158886025 882352008 8 13332 64 177742224 1066562009 9 14449 81 208773601 1300412010 10 15405 100 237314025 154050
Total 55 108568.7 385 1277543799 686792.9

Regression eqny= a+bxThen the normal eqn for estimating ‘a’ and ‘b’ are
xbnay  ....................................(i)

2xbxaxy  ....................................(ii)Putting the values in above normal equations
108568.7=10a+55b
686792.9=55a+385bb=1086.85a= 4879.14



Correlation (r)=
2222 )()( yynxxn

yxxyn





993.0
)1.108568(12773116410)55(38510

1.1085685568679010
22






Coefficient of Determinant (r2)= r×r= 0.986
(iii) Calculation of Regression of CGS on Budgeted sales

Year Sales (X) Cogs (Y) X2 Y2 XY2001 5396.7 1950 29124370.89 3802500 105235652002 6856 2190.3 47004736 4797414.09 15016696.82003 8160.8 4480.7 66598656.64 20076672.49 36566096.562004 9476.2 5886.7 89798366.44 34653236.89 55783546.542005 11012.6 5348 121277358.8 28601104 58895384.82006 11874.7 6765.4 141008500.1 45770637.16 80337095.382007 12605.2 7462.4 158891067 55687413.76 94065044.482008 13331.9 8332.7 177739557.6 69433889.29 111090723.12009 14449 9034.6 208773601 81623274.39 130540357.42010 15405 9929.9 237314949.3 98601921.02 152969637.1TOTAL 108568.13 61380.61 1277531164 443048063.1 745788147.3Regression eqny= a+bxThen the normal eqn for estimating ‘a’ and ‘b’ are
xbnay  ....................................(i)

2xbxaxy  ....................................(ii)Putting the values in above normal equations61380.61=10a+108568.13b745788147.3=108568.13a+127775531164b=0.803a= -2579.96



Correlation (r)=
2222 )()( yynxxn

yxxyn





981.0
(61380.61)-10.44304806310)1.108568(127753116410

61.613801.10856820.74578814710
22






Coefficient of Determinant (r2)= r×r= 0.962
iv) Calculation of Regression of  NP on CGS

Year Cogs(X) Np (Y) X2 Y2 XY

2001 1950 -96 3802500 9216 -187200
2002 2190.3 185.1 4797414.09 34262.01 405424.53
2003 4480.7 -51 20076672.49 2601 -228515.7
2004 5886.7 -860.7 34653236.89 740804.49 -5066682.69
2005 5348 -1953.7 28601104 3816943.69 -10448387.6
2006 6765.4 -1760.3 45770637.16 3098656.09 -11909133.62
2007 7462.4 -1312.8 55687413.76 1723443.84 -9796638.72
2008 8332.7 -1267.8 69433889.29 1607316.84 -10564197.06
2009 9034.6 314.19 81623997.16 98715.3561 2838580.974
2010 9929.9 -1312.16 98602914.01 1721763.866 -13029617.58
Total 61380.7 -8115.17 443049778.9 12853723.18 -57986367.47Regression eqny= a+bxThen the normal eqn for estimating ‘a’ and ‘b’ are

xbnay  ....................................(i)
2xbxaxy  ....................................(ii)Putting the values in above normal equations

-8115.17 =10a+61380.7b
-57986367.47=61380.7a+443049778.9b=-0.123a=-56.54



Correlation (r)=
2222 )()( yynxxn

yxxyn





401.0
(-8115.17)19.1285372310)61.61380(10.44504806310

811511761.6138043.5798631410
22






Coefficient of Determinant (r2)= r×r= .161



Multiple regression eqnX1=a1+b1×x2+b2×x3.........................................(i)Normal eqns.
)......(....................322111 iixbxbanx 

)......(....................322
2

212121 iiixxbxbxaxx 

)......(....................2
322113131 ivxbxxbxaxx -8115.17=10a1+108568.7 b1+634383.3b2......................................(v)-99365927.63=108568.7a1+1277543799b1+1455255295b2...............................(vi)

-553981580.6=634383.3a1+99365927.63b1+1277543799b2……………………………(vii)b1=-0.219b2=0.016a=634.79Correlation (r)=0.481Coefficient of Determinant (r2)=0.232

Year Np(x1) sales(x2) FA(X3) X1
2 X2

2 X3
2 X1×X2 X2×X3 X1×X3

2001 -96 5396.7 38326.4 9216 29124370.89 1468909871 -518083.2 206835867 -3679330.56
2002 185.1 6856 46106.1 34262.01 47004736 2125771535 1269045.6 47004736 8534237.259
2003 -51 8160.8 53494.9 2601 66598656.64 2861700046 -416200.8 66598656.64 -2728237.86
2004 -860.7 9476.2 57398.4 740804.5 89798366.44 3294577471 -8156165.34 89798366.44 -49402811.49
2005 -1953.7 11013 60000.6 3816944 121286169 3600075600 -21516098.1 121286169 -117223230.8
2006 -1760.3 11875 62976 3098656 141015625 3965974057 -20903562.5 141015625 -110856617.6
2007 -1312.8 12605 69380 1723444 158886025 4813578850 -16547844 158886025 -91082011.49
2008 -1267.8 13332 74914.6 1607317 177742224 5612194297 -16902309.6 177742224 -94976704.52
2009 314.19 14449 81684.8 98715.36 208773601 6672401650 4539731.31 208773601 25664537.89
2010 -1312.2 15405 90101.7 1721869 237314025 8118310937 -20214441 237314025 -118231411.4

TOTAL -8115.21 108568.7 634383.3 12853828 1277543799 4.2533494313 -99365927.63 1455255295 -553981580.6

(v) Calculation of Regression of NP on Budgeted Sales and Fixed Asset
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APPENDIX II

DATA FOR RATIO ANALYSIS

(Rs.million)Items 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010CurrentAssets 5053.20 5761.10 6313.60 7322.00 7690.48 7883.41 8491.60 8995.30 10322.97 11391.46CurrentLiabilities 4786.50 5477.40 6113.70 10096.99 12347.00 14538.09 17466.39 19854.19 22812.13 26430.84Inventories 740.00 982.30 960.90 1058.10 1017.22 1048.01 1372.70 1354.80 1498.45 1518.45Sales 5396.70 6856.00 8160.80 9476.20 11012.60 11874.70 12605.20 13331.90 14449.00 15405.03QA 4313.20 4778.80 5352.70 6263.90 6673.26 6835.40 7118.90 7640.50 8824.52 9873.01TotalAssets 43379.56 51867.19 59808.46 64720.41 67691.11 70859.39 77871.56 83909.88 92007.74 101493.13NetProfit -96.00 185.10 -51.00 -860.70 -1953.70 -1760.30 -1312.80 -1267.80 314.19 -1312.16Capitalemployed 38593.06 46389.79 53694.76 54623.42 55344.11 56321.30 60405.17 64055.69 69195.61 75062.29LTD 23824.30 30155.70 36707.50 37325.61 39637.11 41103.14 44537.51 46487.91 47616.15 52762.18Equity 14768.76 16234.09 16987.26 17297.81 15707.00 15218.16 15867.66 17567.78 21579.46 22300.11TotalDebt 28610.80 35633.10 42821.20 47422.60 51984.11 55641.23 62003.90 66342.10 70428.28 79193.02


